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An evaluation of the existing data on the effect of
lateral and local deflections leads to the conclusion that
the problem cannot be handled using the simple stress-strain
diagram previously found ~cceptable. Therefore, a theory of
discontinuous stress-straining is developed, which is based
on the metallurgical processes that occur during yielding.
The in-plane behavior of beams and beam,..columns is
well known, and requires no further discuss'ion. The cru-
cial question is the termination of in-plane behavior due
to the effects of local and lateral deformations. Whereas
these may not in themselves be catastrophic, the prediction
of the subsequent behavior of th~ member requires a consid-
eration of their effects.
This dissertation studies the behavior of planar
steel structures under static loads. It is shown that this
behavior depends on the interaction between the structure,
the load system, and the foundation. The equilibrium and
stability of the entire system depend on the load-deforma-
tion characteristics of the components of the system inter-
\
connected by the principles of equilibrium and compatibility.
The problem of determining the behavior of a structure there-
fore starts with the determination ·of the load-deformation
'characteristics of its components.
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297.6 ABSTRACT
Beams under moment gradient are less prone to lat-
eral buckling, but more prone to local buckling. Lower
Beams under uniform moment, and with simple end
conditions are studied. It is shown thai:; their behavior
can be represented by a simple analytical model. An ex-
pression is developed which gives the required lateral
support spacing in terms of the amount of rotation that
the plastic hinge is required to deliver.
The discontinuous law is applied to local buckling,
and it is shown that much of the large discrepancy presently
existing between test and theory can be eliminated by using
this theory. This removes the empiricism associated with
the previous development. A regional criterion for local
buckling is also proposed.
The effect of various real end conditions on the
required support spacing is studied and a method of ac-
counting for this effect is presented. The required
properties of the support are investigated. It is found
that the supports (or braces) must satisfy both strength
and axial stiffness requirements. If only the compression
;flange of the beam is braced, the brace must also possess
some bending strength. Equ'Eitions are given which allow
the size of the bracing required by a plastically designed
beam to be calculated~
2297.6
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The dissertation studies the behavior of structural
components from a novel approach. Solutions are obtained
for a number of important problems which ha.d previously been
unsolved, and a logical approach to the design of steel
structures is presented.
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bound estimates of the rotation capacity of such beams are
presented and estimates are given for their required brac-
ing lengths.
Beam-columns are treated in a similar manner, and
their rotation capacity and bracing requirements are de-
lineated~
Finally, a series of frame tests are ~res~nted
which are used to verify that the behavior of a frame can
be predicted from a knowledge of the behavior of its com-
ponents.
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I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION
It is the purpose of this investigation' to study
the load-deformation behavior of steel structures sub-
jected to static loads. It is assumed that these loads
are applied in such a manner that the deflections of the
load points increa~e monotonically in the direction of
the load. Furthermore, the study is confined to situa.,.
tions'in wl:;lich the plane of the applied loads corresponds
to the major principal planes of all the load-carrying
members of the structure. The structure and its compon-
ents are af;lsumed to be of such proportions that neither
elastic instability nor ex~essive elastic deflections will
be critical. The problems of overall elastic and post-
elastic instability of the structure out of its loading
plane are avoided by assuming that all load points are
braced against movement out of their plane of action.
Thus the investigation applies to those struct-
ures which could be designed by the Plastio Design
1.1
method , and to a large number of structures whose
axial load ratios would exceed those commonly fo~nd in
plastically designep frames.
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1.2 TOOLS OF ANALYSIS
The study of static structural systems utilizes
the three principles of equilibrium, compatibility, and
a definable stress-strain relationship. Statical equi:-
librium is a well known requirement, however it should
be noted here that an equilibrium system is not necess-
arily a stable one. In th:i,s investigation the compati-
bility principle is utilized primarily:'at the junction
between two or more members. At these places it is
assumed that the deflections and slopes of the mem,ber
centerlines are continuous across the junction~
The stress-,strain relationship is the subject of
Chapter 2. The commonly assumed continuous relationship
is inadequate for many of the cases under study, and a
discontinuous stress-strain ;law will be presented.
1.3 SYSTEM INTERACTION
A structul1e is not an isolated unit; its loading
is necessarily external and will be derived from the load
system and the foundations. These three groupings of (1)
structures, (2) load system, and (3) foundation, will be
called branchesl~2, and their points of interconnection
will be called no<ies. Each branch has a definable res-
ponse to a given set of loads applied at it~ nodal points.
I
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Such a response will be called a load-deformation char-
acteristic for the branch. Later chapters of this in-
vestigation will discuss structural load-deformation
characteristics, and a subsequent section of this chap-
ter will discuss load system characteristics. It will
be assumed that foundation characteristics are obtain-
able from the relevant engineering disciplines.
The structural behavior of the entire system
then depends on the inter-relation of the component
branches at the nod~s. This interrelation is defined
by the principles of equilibrium and compatibility
discussed previously. If the loads and deformations
of the entire ,system are referred to a common set of
axes, then the conditions at a node ~re defined by
the intersection of the characteristics of the two
branches meeting at that 'node (Fig. 1.1).
The coordinates of the intersection point-
represent the de~ormation and load at the node. When
the process is repeated for all nodes, the condition
of the entire system is defined.
1.4 LOAD SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
When a loading change occurs the load system
branch is distinguished as the recipient of external
energy. This energy is then distributed among the
Deformation Loading - Energy is applied to the
system by an input of strain energy, as in the turning
of a turnbuckle or the shortening of a cable. The screw
type of device is common in laborator:r apparatus, where
Pressure Loading - This form of loading is fre-
quently encountered as wind loading of structures or as
hydraulic loading in a laboratory. The load-deformation
characteristic is not easily defined; for wind loading
it will vary with time, and for hydraulic loading the
characteristic will depend on the properties of the hy-
draulic system, the leakage rate, the functioning of
constant pressure devices, and the operator1s technique.
Gravity Loading - This is the most common struc-
tural loading~ The addition of weight to the structure
causes an increase in potential energy, and the load-
deformation characteristic can be represented by a series
of straight lines parallel to the deformation axis (Fig.
1.2a). Each line corresponds to a different weight or
energy level which is given by its intercept with the
load axis.
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three branches of the entire system. Common loading
types are the gravity, pressure, and deformation ·sys-
tems, and these will be discussed in the following
paragraphs.
7
All the points E are in static equilibrium, but
they need not be in stable equilibrium. To check the
stability of the system it is disturbed from E by a
virtual disturbance. If it then tends to return to E
it is stable, if it tends to move further from E it is
unstable l •3 • For the case under consideration, stab-
ility will then require the unbalanced force (represent-
ed by the difference between the two characteristics) to
always be directed towards the point E, When the dis ....
turbance decreases deformations, the loading force must
The intersection of the load-deformation charac-
teristics for two branches :represents an equilibrium
condition at their common node. Let Land S in Fig. 1.3
be the load and structure characteristics, respectively.
Then their intersections El' E2, •••• represent equili-
brium conditions of the node LS. If the system is fur-
ther loaded, the energy change will produce a new load
characteristic, L', but will leave the structure charac-
teristic unchanged (by definition). A new series of
equilibrium points Ei' E2, .••• are then obtained.
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it has the advantage of providing an accurately defined
load-deformation characteristic (Fig. 1.2c). The slope
of this characteristic is the elastic response of the
testing machine.•
1.3 STABILITY OF AN ENTIRE SYSTEM
8
It is seen that the commonly made statement that a struc-
Applying this to Fig. 1.3, the points El and Ei are seen
to be stable.
points, El , E1, · .. until a point Et is reached, where
the limit of equation 1.1 is reached. The length EoEt
then represents the first stable range of the structure.
Experimental confirmation of 'equation 1.1 has
been given by Chwalla l •5 and Nutt l • 6. Horne has n0teJ-·7
that if (-mL ) becomes very large (if the loading device
is very stiff) the structure may conceivably adopt another
9
(1.1)ms > mL
Restricted forms of equation 1.1 are in common
Levi l •4 has recently used ms > OJ this is correct
Loading from an initial stable position, Eo,
all practical loadings.
the gradient of the structure curve is ms and the load
curve rrlJ:" the criterion for stability is then
be the greater; when the disturbance increases deforma-
ture is unstable once the peak of its load-deformation
tions, the structure resistance must be the greater. If
only for gravity loading, but will be conservative for
misleading.
characteristic has been passed, is both incorrect and
use.
297.6
(Fig. 1.3) will proceed through a series of stable
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It will be seen that the conventional stress-
strain diagram is sometimes inadequate, and a new re-
lationship will be developed (Chapter 2). Local buckl-
ing studies will be reviewed and their present empirical
basis will be removed. In addition, a logical and usable
criterion for local buckling will be presented (Chapter 3).
Three chapters are devoted to a'study of beam, behavior.
It has been shown that a knowledge of the stable
structure characteristic requires a knowledge of the load
and foundation characteristics. It wiJ,.l be assumed that
the latter two relationships are available. The primary
requirement for obtaining the structure load-deformation
characteristic is information on the behavior of the in-
dividual components of the structure, and this will be
discussed in the following chapters~
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degree of freedom~ This would negate the use of equa-
tion 1.1 once the structure begins to "L1.nload rapidly.
1.6 SUMMARY
No attempt is made to discuss or define struc-
tural failure, which is a subjective quantity. This
investigation will provide the stable load-deformation
characteristic of a, structure; once this is available,
the various failure criteria can be applied to it.
10
Chapter 7 will extend the above solutions to
beam-columns.
As member behavior will now be known, Chapter 8
will describe a series of tests which were designed to
verify the method of obtaining the structure load-deform-
ation characteristic from the member characteristics.
The basic philosophy adhered to is one of design
rather than analysis. In design, it is necessary to
provide a structure to meet certain requirements; in
analysis it is necessary to say what requirements a
given structure will meet. The two problems are very
different. As a fina).. contribution,~;this dissertation
will provide certain new approaches to the methods of
stating design requirements.
Chapter 4 will study beams under uniform moment.
Several new concepts and a theory for analysis of beams
will be presented. T1le next chapter (5) will discuss
performance of beams under uniform moment which are part
of a real structure. Formula s will be developed for the
bracing of such beams in the plastic range. This;is a
problem which has not previously been solved. The sixth
chapter will discuss the case of beams under moment gra-
dient. It will be sho~n that the behavior of such beams
in the plastic range can be expressed in very simple
terms. This solution is also new.
- 11297.6
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2. THE DISCONTINUOUS STRESS-STRAIN LAWS
2~1 INTRODUCTION
The following studies are restricted to a
discussion of low-alloy, low-carbon steels. This
category includes those steels covered by the follow-
ing AS'IM Specifications2 •1 : AS'IM A7, A373, A242,
A440, and A441, and permitted for steel construction
b th t AISC S Of ° to 2.2 S h t 1ye curren . pecl lca 10ns • uc s ee s
are::"'frequently desctiibed by their stress-strain dia-
gram, which is showI1.... in idealized form in Fig. 2.1.
This dontinuous relationship between stress
and strain is suitable for many structural applica-
tions. It will become apparent, however, that ·the
problems to be solved in this investigation will. re-
quire the use of a more realistic, discontinuous
stress-strain law. There have been relatively few
attempts to apply such relationships to structural
bl Wh 0 t 2.3 H 0 0 2.4 d Th" 0 2.' 5pro ems. 1 e, aalJer " an urllmann' ,
have assumed that a yielded member .is composed of two
dissimilar materials with discontinuities occurring
at the j~nctions between the ~aterialsp In the study
to be presented, the member will be continuous, but
the material will be assumed to possess I?_ discontinu-
ous stress-strain relationship.
I
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2.2 BASIC STEEL BEHAVIOR
The structural steels being discussed behave in
a manner which is somewhat unique among metals. If a
polycrystalline element of the steel is loaded, its
crystalline structure will initially deform elastically
(Fig'. 2.2a). When the shear stresses in the element
reach a critical va.lue, a slip plane will form and will
follow the plane of maximum shear stress (Fig. 2.2b).
The initiating point for the slip plane will depend on
the presence of various weaknesses and dislocations in
th t 11 " t t 2.6. e crys a. ~ne s ruc ure· •
The slip plane is initially in neutral equili-
brium, and slipping continues until resistance develops
in the interface between the slipping surfaces. The ob-
...
served effect of the above behavior is a finite jump in
strain from the yield (or slip) strain to the strain-
hardening (or resistance) strain. In a region of con-
stant, or near constant, stress, a slip plane is in an
unstable condition2 •7 and will progress until it either
leaves the critical stress region or meets a surface of
the body.
The planes on which metal slips on a microscopic
scale have been metallurgically observed to be composed
of many individual slip planes2 •8 , 2.9 Such a compos-
!
ite plane is called a yield plane, and its traces onthe
I
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surface of the body are called yield lines (yield lines
have also been called glide lines and LHder lines2 . 8 ).
The yield planes are actually thin bands or plates (lam-
ella) and, similarly, the yield lines are observed to be
thin strips.
As a result of the shearing behavior of the
lamella yield planes, and the material movement which
. th 2.8 f f b d . th .occurs In em • the sur ace 0 . ao y In e reglon
of a yield line becomes irregular. This ,will cause any
brittle coating, such as mill scale, to flake off and
thus provide an indica'tion of the presence of yield
lines. In laboratory tests the yield lines are made
more obvious by coating the mill scale with whitewash.
Yield lines can be seen in the photographs~~ in
Fig. 2.3. Compressive yield lines are shown in Fig. 2.3a.
running normal to the beam axis. Tensile yield lines are
shown in Fig. 2.3b, and they criss-cross the beam at 45
degrees to the beam axis. Figure 2.4 illustrates how
both these patterns represent composite slipping along
critical shear stress planes. It is a frequent experi-
mental observation that compressive yield lines tend to
~~ Unless otherwise stated, all tests referred to in this
dissertation were performed by the author. Tests are
referred to by their test numper (for example, HT-37,
HT-31 in F~g. 2.3), and details of all such tests are
found in Appendix A.
If the stress vs. overall strain on the poly-
2.3 THE IDEALIZED STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAM
No attempt is made here to give a metallurgical
the 45-degree lines are actually closer to 47 degrees
15
the larger dimension of the element.
phenomenological basis from which a suitable structural
model can be postulated.
explanation of the yielding process. This is available
2.9
elsewhere • The aim has been to present a correct
will only form when the ratio of plate width to thick-
ness exceeds about seven. Nadai2 •10 also notes that
297.6
form on the 45-degree plane across the shorter dimen-
sion of a plate element (Fig. 2.3a), whereas tensile
yield lines tend to choose the 45-degree plane across
If the problem is treated as one of plane stress
rather than plane strain2.• 10 , it can be shown that the
yield planes will form at 55 degrees to the normal
. . 2.10, 2.11
stress dlrectlon • The mathematical proof
. . . f" 1 2 .11 d' threqulres a seml-ln lnlte pate , an ln ·e prac-
2~10 ~~ .tical case Nadai suggests that the ~~~degree Ilnes·
in tension and 43 degrees in compression (when meas-
ured from the normal stress direction).
crystalline element in Fig. 2.2b were recorded, the
(idealized) stress-strain diagram in Fig. 2.1 would
I
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and theooverall strain or gage length strain is defined
as ~ , where
Consider the equilibrium of the element in Fig.
2.2b or 2.4a. The free body and strain diagram are
shown in Fig. 2.5. ,The strain in the yield plane can...
not rise above tpe strai~-hardening strain,~s[y, as
this would require an increase in stress, rfy~ which
would first create new yield planes~ Hence the entire
element must be yielded before strain-hardening stress-
es occur. Let the initial length of a test piece, sim-
ilar to the element in Fig. 2.5, be L, and let the
total yielded length be ¢L~ Then the length at this
stage of yielding is
L - ~L = L.,. (I - 1>)LE".j - ep L S Ej (2.1)
16
(2.3)
(2.2)
and
297.6
be obtained. Note that the strain at strain-hardening
is denoted by s € y and the strain.,...hardening modulus by
E/h. ,When the element is in the condition shown in
Fig. 2.2b, the overall strain would be between £y and
s Ey •
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The upper yield point arises from the fact that
it takes more stress to initiate a slip plane than it
does to main~ain one, once it has been initiated2 •9 .
The real overall stress-strain diagram differs
from the idealized curve (Fig. 2.1) in a number of ways.
From the point of view of this study, the most interest-
ing differences are the presence of an upper yield point
and the existence of static and dynamic yield stresses.
These two features are illustrated in Fig. 2.6, which
shows a portion of! a real. stress-strain diagram.
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It is emphasized that, whereas there are over-
all strains, E , be,tween 6. y and s f y , there are no
actual strains between these limits (Fig. 2.5). The
overall strains a~e average values resulting from
~,quation 2.2, which is itself a result of the discon-
tinuous process of slip plane formation.
If the load on the specimen is decreased, the
initial unloading will be elastic and will result from
the crystalJ.,ine structure recovering its original shape
(Fig.2.2a). However, the slip planes are completely
irreversible, and their behavior is analogous to the
classical friction problem.
2.4 THE REAL STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAM
17
after the upper yield point. If the testing machine is
soft (that is, LL' has a small gradient, mL), or if the
dyn~mic effects are significant, the strain at L' can
!
normally represent an unstable equilibrium position.
The entire system will then follow the load character-
i~tic (LL' in Fig. 2.6) until it intersects the stress-
strain cur~e at L'. L' will be the first stable point
I
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There is, in effect, an initia,l resistance in the
dislocations which form the slip plane, and this
resistance disappears once slipping occurs.
There are a number of reasons why an upper
Yfeld point may not be observed~ illf the specimen is
not very uniform, then the upper yield point at some
lqcations may be lower than the lower yield point
elsewhere. As a consequence, slip planes will first
form at the weaker sections at low stresses, and the
stress-strain curve will exhibit a knee rather than
a peak. A second reason arises from the load-deform-
ation characteri~tic of the load system (Section 1.4)
and the speed of testing. It can be seen from Equa-
tion 1.1 and Fig. 2.6 that the upper yield point will
be much greater than the yield strain; and thus mask
the effect of an upper yield point. This effect has
been discussed by Siebe12 • 12 •
18
cated condition.
rate, hence a fictitious elastic behavior is observed.
result of the time dependence of the slip plane formation
process 2 ,13 •. These form relatively slowly and do not
normally have a chance to keep pace with the applied strain
The above explanation ts not completely valid, as
it would predict that the upper yield point and the dyn-
amic yield stress should be equal, if the strain rate is
kept constant. Actually, the dynamic yield stress is lower
than the upper yield stress. This is because the elastic
19
If the straining is completely stopped after the
297.6
yield strain has been passed, the stress drops to the
static yield stress level shown in Fig. 2.6. On reload-
ing, the stress, rises to the dynamic yield stress level
(Fig. 2.6) and straining then continues at a constant rate.
The difference between the static and dynamic yield stress-
es is composed of a stress required to initiate further
slip planes and a dynamic stress. The dynamic stress is a
specimen has either relatively few dislocations, or only
latent dislocations, with which to initiate and maintain
slip planes 2 •9• However, once yielding has been started,
d · 1 t· 2,9':' .many lS aca lon sources ,are f.ormed and further yleld-
ing is, figuratively, able to occur in a much more lubri-
I
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be assumed that
proaches zero~ From the earlier discussion it is obvi-
placed on the fact that the stress to form a slip plane
20
In the preceding paragraphs emphasis has been
Beedle and Tal1 2 •14 have studied the strain rate
are the first to form in the specimen.
i = 1.05
The low strain rate tests in this plot carne from an in-
vestigation by Gozum and Huber2 . 15 • They found that at
an almost zero strain rate (1.0 micro sec.-l ) the ratio
effect, and Fig. 2.7 reproduces Fig. 13 of their study.
is larger than the stress to maintain it. This factor
ate of i can be obtained by considering the ratio of
dynamic to static yield stresses as the strain rate ap-
ous that at zero strain rate this ratio will represent
of "dynamic" to static yield stresses was close to 1.05.
is important in later developments, and the initiating
stress will be termed. icry ' (ciy is the maintenance or
static yield stress). The major requirement of these
later developments is that i > 1. A lower bound estim-
icry for a y~elded specimen.
297.6
with the reservation that this is a lower bound if dy-
namic effects exist or if the yield lines being sltll'died
For the purposes of this dissertation it will therefore
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vant in a study such as this, as the slip planes form at
from tensioq tests. However, the type of test is irrele-
is very relevant to the later stages of this investiga-
tion, the following equatio1;ls will be derived for the
discontinuous yielding. If a straight member subjected
to axial loading is given a virtual lateral disturbance
21
The results of Gozum and Huber2 •15 were obtained
The discontinuous behavior of yielded members
It is ~~nst necessary to review the fundament-
297.6
als of the bifurcation phenomenon, as they apply to
cases of bending after and during axial deformation.
The behavior under pure bending can be obtained as a
it will either return towards, or depart further from,
section will provide a quantitative basis for the be-
which t.:p.e slip planes move.
critical shear stress' values. The direction of the ap-
simple limiting case.
plied ~tresses only alters the relative directions in
havior which will allow the concepts of discontinuous
yielding to be applied to structural engineering situ-
ations. As the problem of bifurcation (or bucklinj·16)
2.5 BIFURCATION BEHAVIOR IN YIELDED MEMBERS
under pure bending has been studied from a phenomeno-
. 2.17, 2.18loglcal aspect by a number of authors . This
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its original straight configuration. Under a monotonic
static compressive load, which increases from zero, the
first of the above situations will apply for an initial
range of loads. The first load at which the member re-
tains a deformed configuration after a lateral disturb-
ance has been applied is termed the bifurcation load. As
the properties of the yielded material are history de-
pendent, the value of the bifurcation load will depend
on the manner in which the disturbance is applied 2 . 19 .
When the disturbance is applied during an axial
deformation increment, and is sUfficiently small with
respect to the ipcrement to prevent any unloading across
the section, then the bifurcation load is called the tan-
gent modulus load. It is the lowest bound of the bifur~
cation load. The highest bound will occur when there is
no increase in axial deformation during the disturbance.
The corresponding load is called the reduced modulus
load. Intermediate between these bounds are a continu-
ous series of bifurcation loads which are dependent on
th 1 t · t . ·f . 1 .d 1 tIt . 2 . 19e re a l ve proper les 0 aXla an a era s ralns· .
Disturbances during the loading process are in-
evitable, and the smaller the disturbance the lower the
bifurcation load. The structure will therefore natural-
ly adbpt the tangent modulus (lowest bound) as its bifur~
cation load.
The term member will be used here to describe a
plate element or strip subjected to an axial stress which
is uniform along its longest dimension. The elements
shown in Fig. 2.2, 4, and 5, would thus meet this re-
stricted definition of a member. The term overall stra.in
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On a first appraisal it might appear that once
a yield plane had formed and its strain has increased
to strain hardening (s E..), there would be no further
axial strains in this plane until the entire region
under the yield stress has also reached the strain-
hardening strain. However, it will be recalled from
the preceding section, that the required stresses to
cause a new slip plane to form are io-y or more. Con-
sequently, there will be continual momentary increases
of stress from ~y to i~y. From the free body diagram
(Fig. 2.5) and the stress .... strain law (Fig. 2.1) it is
seen that these will cause strain increases in pre-
viously formed yield planes of h( io-y )IE = hi cy' if -.it t
is the first such event, or i e y if the yield plan,e·,}1.as
been subjected to prior axial deformations. Thus the
earlier discussion of bifurcation phenomena is valid
for a member containing yield planes, as increases in
axial strain will cont,inually be occurring in all yield
planes.
2.6 THE FLEXURAL STIFFNESS OF AXIALLY YIELDED MEMBERS
23
law
ends of the member.
(2.6)
(2.tn!i.... < (i - 1)
My
The behavior in the yielded portions, ¢, will
ing strain and the increment in axial strain (Fig. 2.8a).
297.6
When the overall axial strain €. is between € y
and sGy , the proportion of the member which is yielded
is given by Equation 2.3 as ¢. Initially, bending in
the (1 - ¢) elastic portions will follow the standard
bifurcation analysis.
will be used to denote the strain measured between the
depend on the ratio, aj between the increment in bend-
by
and b is its depth in tpe bending plane. Equation ;2.5
will hold, provided that
however, such a restriction is inconsequential to a
M=1'
M~ ~
where M is the external moment and f the curvature.
My and r .y. are termed yield values and are defined
(El) is the elastic flexural stiffness of the member
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loading of the sect~on.
case will occur if a ~ 1, as there will theh be no unq
(2.11)
(2.10)
ted, and from Equation 2.10 this occurs at
Jh + 1a ::::
r Jh - 1
The reduced modulus condition (upper bound) occurs when
Sa- = 0, as a reduction in applied stress is not permit-
that a true highest bound is obtained. It is seen that
the increase in axial stress,&(Js is given by
where the subscript, r, will refer to reduced modulus
conditions (and~ t, to tangent modulus conditions).
extent that it assumes that no previous unloading has
occurred in the yield p;Lane. The assumption'ensures
When a~ 1, the stress situation is given by
Fig.2.8b. This repbesentation is'simplified to the
It is apparent from Fig. 2.8a that the tangent modulus
297.6
The axial strain increment is 6- ax' and the total change
, in bending strain across the section is 2a6"ax. The neu-
tral axis with respect to the initial strain of s ey is
located a distance f3 b from the tensile .edge (Fig. 2.8a).
The value of P is given by
I ( J)f3 ,= 2. 1- a
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.' ,
(2.17)
(2.16)
(2.15)
(2.13)
(2.12)
The flexural stiffness in the yield plane will
as
Therefore the flexural stiffness of an axial yield
calculating the ratio of the internal moment to the cur-
~ature in Fig. 2.8b, the stiffness is found to be
The valuepf h for ASTM A36 steel ma.y be taken as 2 . 4
297.6
and the value of ,8,f from Equation 2 .11 gives cr as
be denoted by c(EI) where (EI) is its elastic value. By
plane will be bounded by the following lim:its
Ct ~ c ~ cr
~~ ~ c <tJh2+ II
Placing a = 1 gives the tangent modulus stiffness, Ct,
h = 33, and so in numerical form the limits are
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2.7 THE FORMATION OF FLEXURAL YIELD PLANES
ing yield planes will form from the compressive ,edge.
'.Once the plane Jsformed, it will be in an unstable
state, as it will require a stress of o-y to exist but
will be in a region where the stresses are iCTy • The
yield plane there;t;ore ,progresses dynamically out. of the
region wh~r~. ~he stresses are above the yield value.
This unstable, dynamic behavior has beE;ln. obse~v.ed, and
. 2.7, 2.17, 2~18
reported by,a. nJlInber of wrlters The
flexural yieldpl~nes have a characteristic V-shape
and have been· referred to as llyield wedges II in the
above references. Figure 2.9 is a cop~ of Fig. 14 in
Miklowitz's stUdy2.17. Notice the wedge-shaped yield
planes.he recorded in the eccentric tension test. To
avoid a prolifl3.ration, of terms, the name yield plane
will be retained in this dissertation when the wedge-
shaped regions are being discussed.
The strains in the elastic regions (1 - ¢) sur-
rounding the yield planes will continue to be distribu-
ted according t'o the law of plane sections. It is reas-
onable to assume that this distribution will also be
forced upon the strains in the yield planes. Clark et
length equal to the base of the wedge.
distribution in the yielded flanges become more closely
linear as the strains increase. (The numbers against the
strain distributions are identifying load numbers).
1 2.18 . t . d· t d th·a . have noted that straln measuremen s ln lca e lS
to be so, once the amount of yielding ¢ was sufficient to
ensure a random distribution of slip planes within the
strain gage length. A similar conclusion was reached in
tests conducted by the author. Fig. 2.10 shows the
strains recorded acro~s the compression flange·· of steel
beams subjected to in-plane and lateral bending (see Ap-"
pendix A for further details). It is seen that the strain
28
The requirement that plane sections remain plane
and the observed wedge shape of the yield plane are re-
lated. Figure 2.11a shows a section of a member partially
traversed by a flexural yield plane. Dynamic effects dur~
ing the formation of the yield plane are neglected, and so
it is assumed that the strain at the tip of the wedge is
the yield strain, E y The strain everywhere in the yield
plane is at strain-hardening, sty. If the wedge is as-
sumed to be straight-sided, it is seen that the average
strain over the strip ABeD, whose base AD is the base o·f
the wedge (Fig. 2.11a), corresponds to the linear strain
distribution shorm in Fig. 2.11b. Therefore; a straight
sided wedge provided a linear strain distribution over a
297.6
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shown that the observed experimental behavior of a flex-
2.8 THE FLEXURAL STIFFNESS OF A FLEXURAL YIELD PLANE
The discussion in the': ,preceding paragraphs has
29
(2.19)5 + bS -I
s + x,~S- tv = x •
It is therefore reason~ble to adopt the straight
The stress distribution correspondipg to the strains
\
distribution is-given by
in Fig. 2~12 is shown in Fig. 2.13. This stress dis"ibbibu-
tion is identical in form to that "obtained for axial yield
planes (Fig. 2. 8b) and therefore the analyses of Section 2.6
be shown to be similar to that given in Fig. 2.12 for the
ural yield plane may, be well represented by a simple model
which maintains the plane section hypothesis.
as s. It is interesting to note that, when a crack forms
. . b . 2.20 . t hIn an elastlC ody under unlform stress , l . S S ape can
yield plane under a~;predominantlyuniform stress condition.
where x and v are defined in Fig. 2.12. This figure also
shows the form .of Equation 2.19 for 6 s of the same 'order
297.6
sided wedge asa close model of the actual behavior of a
flexural yield plane. It is observed2 •17 , 2.18 that as
bending progresses the wedges widen. This also fits the
plane sections hypothesis, for if the outer fiber (AD in
Fig. 2 ~ lla) strain increases to (s + b s)~ it can be shown
that the wedge, shape required to ma.intain a linear st~ain
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An excellent check of the above arguments can
between theory and test in each case.. The only dis-
Fig. 2.10~ There is seen to be very close agreement
bending took place when the overa.ll axia.l strains were
30
Thus the
slightly greater than t:qe yield value. The phenomenon
It is interest;ng to observe from Fig. 2.13
that the distance f rb also corresponds to the dist-
anCe of the w~dge tip from the tensile face, Be. A
shown in Fig. 2.10 has been previously recorded and
qualitatively discussed by Prasad and Galambos2 •21 .
is due to the fact that some axial yield planes had
be obtained from the predicted location of the neutral
axis a~ given by f3rb in Equation 2.12. The test re-
sults used in Fig. 2.10 can be used. The predicted
location of the neutral axis (with respect to the com-
pressive yield strain level) is shown by an arrow in
formed before the flexural yield planes.
the reduced modulus calculations will apply. The flex-
ural stiffness will be given by cr(EI) where cr is
defined by Equation 2~15.
will remain valid. During a bending process the axial
297.6
crepancy arises from the intersection points of the
strain distributions occurring at a strain slightly
higher than the compressive yield strain level. This
force may be assumed to remain constant, consequently
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Thus there is ample experimental evidence to
confirm the validity ·of the proposed model when used
to predict the behavior of flexural yield planes.
A final point is that the penetration pf the
yield plane, as measured by (3rb, is independent of the
amount of bending that has occurred. The yield planes
achieve their maximum penetration immediately after they
form. For the remainder of the deformation they widen
and become more frequent, but do not penetrate any fur-
ther. This is confirmed by the test results presented
(Fig. 2.10 and 2.14) and also by visual observations
during testing.
photograph of the yield lines at load n\lmber 13 in test
HT-36 (see the corresponding strain distribution which
is plotted in Fig. 2~10) is shown in Fig. 2.14. There
it is possible to see :the small number of axial yield
lines, mentioned earlier, which proceed all the way
across the beam flange. Howeyer, the important point
to note is that the large majority of the yield lines
stop before reaching the far side of the flange. Actual
measurements show that the point at which these yield
lines stop is close to the prediction of Equation 2.12.
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where c(EI) is the stiffness of the yielded regions, ¢.
Clearly, the probability of cp being a correct value
will be least when the value of ¢ is close to zero.
2.10 SUMMARY
This chapter has examined the discontinuous
nature of the yielding process. A model has been pro-
posed to explain the behavior of a yielded member. It
has oeen shown ,experimentally and analytically, that
this model adequately represents the real situation.
The results of the chapter Will now provide a basis
for the examination <;>f structural members which are
loaded beyond their elastic limit.
3. LOCAL BU CKL ING
3.1 INTRODUCTION
It was shown in the previous chapter how the dis-
continuous stress-strain response of structural steel may
be formulated • Beilore proceeding to a study of member be-
havior , it is necessary to discuss local effects which may
occur within a structural member.
In order to restrict the scope of this investiga-
tion, the remainder of the thesis will be confined to a
discussion of I-shaped members. The sha.pe of these sect-
ions will be idealized to the three rectangles shown in
Fig. 3.1. The symbols shown in the figure will qe used
to define the cross-sectional shape. The principal planes
are XX and IT, and the axial direction ZZ is' normal to the
plane of the page.
The most severe local effec~ that normally occurs
in such a section is buckling of a localized portion of a
flange or the web. This will cause ma:rked changes in the
cross section geometry and stress distribution. In this
chapter, attention will be focused on flange local buckl-·
ing which is the more critical mode for beams and for
beam-columns under low axial loads, . The web buckling re-
quirements can be derived in a similar manner and will be
discussed in the chapter on beam-columns (Chap. 7).
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3.2 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK
The basic study of local buckling in the post-
elastic range is due to Haaijer2 •4. This development
assumes that a flange is orthogonally anisQtropic3 •1
(it possesses two sets of material properties in tw6
orthogonal directions). This anisotropy arises from
the axial deformation to which the flange has been sub-
jected by the in~plane loads.
The model shown in Fig. 3.2 is assumed to repre-
sent the behavior of the cross-section. The flange is
divided into two cantilevers which have full deflection
:restraint and some degree of rotational restraint~ For
the purposes of this review it will be assumed that the
rotation restraint is zero, and test results to be dis-
cussed later will indicate that this assumption is close
to reality. If the length,. 'h, of the member is greater
then the flange width, b, the buckling of such a flange
may be expressed by2?~~ 3·2
3.1
where G is the shear modulu's about the ZZ axis~. This
expression will also be directly derived in Chapter 4,
using slightly different considerations. The crux of
Haaijer's solution2 •4 of the flange buckling Problem
therefore depends on the value of G for a member com-
pressed beyond the yield strain.
This theory predicts that, in the absence of shear
structural sections and clearly contradicts structural
experi'ence. The discrepancy is not surprising, as the
- 36
3.4
3.3
3.2
G =
Haaijer used the incremental theory of plasti-
city2.4, which rests on a more sound theoretical basis,
as far as the principles of mechanics are concerned 3•4.
This would exclude the majority of all presently rolled
and Ge is the elastic value of the shear modulus. At
strain hardening, this would predict that
'. The deformation theory of plasticity3.3 pre-
theoretical bases of the deformation theoryJ.:has been
largely discredited 3.4.
diets that
where
hardened flange would be, from Eq. 3.1,
~ =2 ) G e =2 11,350 = 10.5 3.5
t max .sery 11.5 x36
297.6
ksi, the maximum allowable bit ratio for a strain-
For A36 steel with s = 11~5 (Ref. 2.4) and Ge = 11,350
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with his test results.
that should be used for a strain,..hardened member is
in the value of G when shear stresses are present
torsion tests on model I-sections which also indicated
37
3·7
3.6b ~G. ,= 2. _.e = 35.5t max , o-y
G 1
=--.----------
G.
e
1 + 1 h -l~]( ~ + 3(;2)
2 I"+V y
Haaijer explained the large difference between
Massey3.5 has recently coriducted a se~ies of
The analytical relation is
present. For A36 steel a value of G of 2400 ksi cor-
that the value of 2400 ksi for G gave good agreement
close to 2400 ksi. The corresponding va.lue of b/tmax
is 16.5 (zero rotational restraint).
As a result of ,a series of tests on angles and
wide-flange shapes, Haaijer found that the value of G
responds to a shear stress of 6.7 ksi.
test and theory (11~350 c.f. 2400) by showing that the
incremental theory ofpl~sticity predicts a reduction
where V is Poisson's ra'tio and ~ is the shear stress
stresses, the value of G should be its elastic value of
Ge • The limiting value of bit is then found, from Eq.
3.1 to be
297.6
(there are none present at the point of bifurcation).
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Three.interesting points arise from the previous
in a manner other than that used for Haaijer's specimens.
the existing local buckling theory~
3.3 A DERIVATION FOR THE SHEAR MODULUS
UNDER AXIAL DEFORMATION
38
It is supposed that a shear stress of 6.7 ksi is
present in all specimens and members subjected to local
buckling, as a result of initial impe[1fections, eccentri-
cities, and misalignments. Such an empirical determination
of an important constant makes it necessary to view with
care the application of local buckling theory to circum-
stances other than those which gave rise to the empirical
value. This would apply to the application of the theory
of steels other than A36, or to steels rolled and treated
discussion, Firstly, the value of G needed (2400 kst)
from a variety of tests2 •4, 3.5 appears to be too con-
sistent to be due to random structural imperfections.
Secondly~ it is difficult to see intuitively how a shear
stress of 6.7 ksi can reduce the value of G by a value -
Th,e following section will present a new deriva-
tion for the value of G.This derivation avoids any .em-
pirical arguments and thus provides a sounder ba.sis for
297.6
as great as 79 per cent. This can be seen from Fig. 3.3,
where a Mohr' s circle-3.~ for each of the two conditions is
--------.-~----------~-~---------~--~~~~--~-------------
. -3.:- The Mohr t s circle -is only based on equilibrium conditions
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Consider the elementdA of a member under an
The error arises because. the assumptions of the incre-
son it is apparent that the incremental theory's pre-
3.8A I { I. ~ = r;; (.OS W.~· + siM.W..'\
I"-' -J2.. IV ..• ~
Let B represent the vector direction of slip
"" . .
diction that G will initially be Ge cannot be correct.
The latter point has .been made both theoretic-
11 d .. t 1·1 b number of a.uthor ~: .6, .7, .8.a y an exper~menay y a ~
remain active during a shear movement~ For this rea-
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circles. The third point is that there will be slip
planes formed during axial deformation which can also
along any slip plane•. Then ~ = 99 in Fig. 3.4, and
given. There is little difference between the two
mental theory ignore the basieally discontinuous nature
of the behavior of steel members.
shear plane, will always be at 45 degrees to the OZ axis,
and its location will be fully specified by its clockwise
angle ot: rota.tion, 7.;T, from the XOZ pla.ne.
follow a maximum shear plane and therefore will be tan-
gent to a generator of the right cone shown in Fig. 3.4.
The generator of the cone which is also contained in the
axial stress of O:y (Fig. 3.4). From Section 2.2 it is
known that any slip plane originating from dA wi.ll
., .~
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or
IT < W < 21r 3.10
elastic stiffness will be less than the resolved slip
40
/'. __ ty sin"tV'
• B '"
N .J2{;j
1 EEsp = 2 . h 3.9
Now, if shear force ~ j is applied, it will
,..,
which is obvious from Fig. 3.4. There will be also
a small range of cases near w= 0 and "lr for which the
cannot be active. This is illustrated diagramatically
in Fig. 3.5. From Eq. 3.8 this excludes the cases
sin 7JJ'" < 0
by Esp where
is €?qually likely for a slip plane' in a uniform material.
The component ofa stress ~ ok along B will be S crl J2.
,.... ,......
The measured strain (h ~ <TIE) .Js must likewise be a com-
ponent of a slip plane strain of J2h ~<TIE along B. Hence,
tv
the effective stiffness along a slip plane (B) is given
IV
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wherei, j, k, andB are unit vectors along OX, OY, OZ,
f'V "'V" I"Y ""
and OG , respectively. Any value of -W between 0 and 2'11
the irreversibility of the slip planes in Section 2.3,
it can be seen that any pl~nes in the (-j) direction
,......
find some active slip plan€?s~ From the discussion of
plane stiffnesses. Because h » 1, the effect of these
regions is relatively insignificant. The resolved part
of rr j along B is
f\; ,y
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Now, if a given shear stress, ~ , is applied
- 41
3.1.5
3.17
3.16
3.18
3.13
a strain along B of
. "'"
sinW 2h
• - 3.12[2 E
E 1
h ' sin2 vr
= 1: .
sin2 1»"' = 2( 1 +0 )
h
sin2 W > 2( 1 + 0 )
h
E
- .h
sin"t\T
. -f2
,...,., . sinW 2h A. ~..2 h
v· • - • B· J= v s In! W-J2 E IV,.,; E
or
is
~eccomponent of this strain in the shear direction (j)
IV
The relation between G and 7,)J'is shown in Fig. 3;6.
Therefore the shear modulus due to the slip plane B is
"""
across a length" L, of a member that has been subjected
to uniform axial deformation, it can be assumed that all
values of "'t\J' are equally represented ;in the length L
This will be less than the elastic value, and therefore
p~eferred by the shearing process, if
For A36 steel this appl~es if
297.6
Put
From Eq. 3.9 this will produce
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(Ref. 2.4). Therefore
G= 0.268 x 11,350 == 3040 ksi 3.24
3.23
3.21
3.22
3.19
3.20
=
G =
G =
The shear deflection, y, is given by
and so
The integral can be evaluated f·rom Fig. 3.6 as
12.11 Jw = 7TtW + i 7i~-w-./: S~:L'W". dur.. 6(. C t:o 1Ar ~e..w .
. = -./ [7r -I- .2. Z1r -I- ~\.(7T-2-W+f~2iJ- )7qe· . 4(14.,),) j
thence
q
~e.
(Section 2.2). The length L may thus be replaced by the
distance 211'. The shear deflection over the length is y,
and therefore the average shear strain is y/21l'. The ef-
7i +2w- r4;~ (7f- 2W+ S"~ 2W-)
From ASTM A36 steel, Ge = 11,350 ksi, \l= 0.3, h=33
. fective shear modulus, G, is then
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observed.
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If the effect of~ is neglected, the solution sinpli-
fies to
for which the solution is G = 3080 ksi. Obviously
Eq. 3.25 is adequate for most purposes. For A44l
, .;$'
steel the value of G (h = 45) is 2350 ksi.
43
3.25
Q.-. = 2_., _
Ge h
1 +4(1+\I}
The agreement ,between the' predicted value of
3040 and the observed value ,of 2400 ~s quite good
, '
relative to Ge , and the difference is only five per
cent of the elastic value. Some of this discrepancy
probably is due to ,imperfections which had previous-
ly been considered the'cause of th,e entire 79 per
cent difference.
A possible source of some 6fthe discrepancy
'i~ in the fact that many of Haaijer's tests were on
sections with' bit> l4,whichi'possibly take them' into
the range in which,the yield planes form at 55 degrees
rather than 45 degrees (Sect,~on2.2). This is clearly
a more critical case for G,as"the yie:J..d planes are
more closely aligned to the direction of the shear
stressesi In the tests conducted by the author, how-
ever, (bit = l3.4) only 45~degree yield planes were
I
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region, and no signs of yielding can be seen elsewhere.
overall strains would still be relatively small. Such a
column was uniformly loaded, all yielding occurred in one
44
3.26
The major usefulness of the preceding derivation
situation is illustrated in Fig •. 3.7. Although the stub
In such a case the small strain would clearly have little
significance~
I
3,4 EXTENSION OF OTHER YIELDING CONDITIONS
ical rather than an empirical basis. Thus the theory may
be applied to circumstances other than those directly
similar to the original H~aijer tests2•4.
is that it puts the local buckling theory on a theoret-
advisable, as the locally buckled area is sUfficiently
short for there to be a high probability of the yield
planes congregating in such an area. This would result.
in a Qritical local buckling condition, although the
If a member has not yet buckled locally when fully
yielded, its critical buckling ·strain can be calculated by
replacing ~y in Eq. 3.1 by
:and solving for E .
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If the section has a bit greater t~an that given
by Eq •. 3.1 there is som.e temptation to modify the analy-
sis of Section 3.3 in order to find the bit value for a
partially yielded member. Such an approach would not be
I
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elernent of a member. It should.be emphasized that this
is not the same as the attainment of strain-.hardening
Values of e/b have been calculated by Haaij er2 •4,
where e is the half wave-length. For zero rotational
restraint of the flange tl:te value of eis infinite, and
for the other extreme of a fixed flange e/b = 0.40.
Haaijer measured values of e/b and found that the result
The buckling derivations (Section 3.2} have as-
sumed that the strain-hardened region extends along the
entire axial length of the member, and across the entire
half-flange width. As a conservative assumption, it can
be taken that the critical element nas the width and
thickness of the half-flange, and an axial length equal
to the wave length of the local buckle. It is therefore
necessary to determine the value of this wave length,
I
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Moreover, in the case of a beam under moment
gradient there is no possibility of the member being
partially yield~d over a local buckling length; it
will be either elastic or fully yielded.
3.5 LOCAL BUCKLING CRITERIA
In the preceding sections it has been made ap~
parent that local buck;lingwill oCCUl:" when a critical
strain condition has been reached over some finite
strains at some section of a member.
45
~/b = 1.2
will be adopted.
for beams very close to e/b = 1.1. The theoretical value
corresponding to the degree rotational restraint, indi-
(.
cated by the sa~e tests, is between 1.2 and 1.5, and so
a value of
The results shown in Fig. 3.8 illustrate two
main points. Firstly, local buckling bears no relation.
to th& first occurrence bf strain-hardening. Secondly)
the advent of local ~uckling corresponds very closely to
the spreading of strain-hardening across the entire half-
flange. The test results thus provide excellent confirm-
ation of the fact that a regiona~ ~ather than a point
criterion should be used to predict local buckling.
In cases wh,ere th~ axial stresses are constant,
or nearly constant, the value of lib may not be as cri t-
ical as the progression of strain~hardening across the
half-flange width. The results of four tests, in which
this was the case, are presented in Fig. 3.8. Details
of these tests are given in Appendix A. The strains
plotted are those across the compression flange at mid-
span of a beam under uniform moment. The strains are
plotted for the load increment at which the local buckle
was visually observed as a definite wave.
- 46297.6
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3.28
A regional local buckling criteriori was proposed
and shown to be in close agreement with test results. A
localized criterion which has sometimes been used in the
past was seen to have -little relevance.
It is of later interest to define the curvature
at local bucklil1g. From Fig. 3.7 this is seen to be
"fI s - 1
Af'y = 1 - 2 f
3.6 SUMMARY
This chapter has examined the bases for the local
buckling th~ory. It was seen that the calculations depend
greatly on the value cb,osen·for the shear modulus, G.
Empirical means had been used to evaluate G, and its large
discrepancy from theoretical calculations had been blamed
on structural imperfectlons. Thus there was considerable
uncertainty with regard to the use of the theory for other
steels and conditions. This chapter presented an analysis
which enabled a close estimate of G to be derived from
consideration of material behavior. This removed the
empirical aspects of the existing theory.
297.6
Later applications of the work in this chapte~
.will assume that the sections being considered have bit
ratios equal to, or smaller than, the critical value given
by Eq. 3.1. Such a section would not buckle locally until
its critical local buckling region had completely strain-
hardened. It section satisfying this requirement will be
termed a compact section.
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an end restraint will be termed a simple end restraint.
The elastic solution for the ;Lateral bu.ckling of such a
b '. . b 4·2eam ~s glven y
In the absence of local and lateral.,..torsional
havior of the uniform moment span.
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4·1
4. BEAMS UNDER UNIFORM MOMENT
their only effect is to prevent any lateral deflect-
Discussion in this ch~pter will be limited to
the case shown in Fig~ 4.1. The beam is under a uni-
discuss the influehce of adjacent spans on the be~
ions from occurring at eitherend of the member. Such
buckling, the in-plane deformation behavior of a beam
-
principal plane. The end restraints are such that
such relationships.· The fol~owing chapter (5) will
297.6·
can be predicted. Use is made of knownmoment-curva-
ture relations4.1 which provide a curvature distribu-
influence of local and lateral-torsional buckling on
4.2 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUDIES
form moment M which is applied in the beam's. major
tion that can be integrated to give the required de-
1.1formation values • This chapter will discuss the
4.1 INTRODUCTION
I
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strains are present.
The equation is based on equilibrium require-
49
For an
4.3
4·2.
L
r y
M = M = Z(j,, py
ments and can therefore be applied to yielded members,
Following the symbolism of Section 2.6
if the values of (Elyy) and (GK T) are known.
efficient design it should be required that
and introducing the slenderness factor term, A , where
(E' IW): = c (Elyy)
where (E'lyy ) is the effective lateral stiffness, and
ryis the radius of gyration about YY.
where (Elyy ) is the flexural stiffness about the minor
principal axis, yy;(GKT) is the St. Venant torsional
stiffness, and Land d are the length and depth of the
member, respectively. Fukumoto has shown4 •3 that an
additional term should be added to Eq~ 4.1 if residual
wb,ere Mp is the plastic moment, and Z is the plastic
modulus. If Eq. 4.2 is substituted into Eq. 4~1,
Kusuda et al,4.4 have shown that the contribution of
the term (!) 2 GKT is negligible. The buckling solu-L Elyy
tion then reduces to
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4.10
4.9
4.7
4.5
to compensate for the neglect of the term ld d-t) !2Z.
the buckling solution becomes
/\ = 0"' j J\(~~t)
It was further assumed that A(d-t} = 2Z, and thus
.1.... = 15.7
rY9rit
A later application4 •4 of White's work used
297.6
. Whi te2 • 3 considered the tangent modulus later-
al-torsional buckling or a fully strain-~ardened beam.
In this case the value of c = Ct is found from Eq. 2.14,
and tlle buckling equation becomes
/\ =J.-t. jA( ~~t)
For ASlJ:M .A36 steel with h = 33, a.nd ey = Ciy!E =0.00122
the critical unbraced length proposed by White is
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White's solution2• 3 has sometimes been consid-
pected to directly predict the behavior of beams under
conditions other than those assumed in its derivation.
An extensive discussion of White's theory will
be found in the work of Kusuda eta14.4~
pact sections (Section 3.6). Therefore, White's solution
(Eq. 4.8) gives the maximum support spacing possible if a
beam, under uniform moment with simple end. restraints, is
51
The studies in this thesms are confined to com-
ered unduly conservative. However, this has arisen from
the application of tb;eresults to conditions where the
end restraints were othe:r than the simple restraints
shown in Fig. 4.1. Obviously the theory cannot be ex-
297.6
:required not to buckle laterally until local buckling is
also:1imminent. Thus the support spacing given by Eq. 4.8
will allow an optimum amount of deformation (deflection,
rotatcilon) to be delivered by the beam before some form of
buckling occurs. Any closer spacing would not provide
greater pr~-buckling deformations due to the effect of
local buckling ~ Any wider spacing would result inyaa:nlier
lateral buckling. Consequently bracing according toEq.
4.8 will be considered optimum bracing.
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A major difficulty with the preceding solutions
is that they givenQ information on the problem of sub-
opttmum bracing. The extent of this difficulty can be
seen by considering that the elastic solution of Eq. 4.1
gives 1/ry = 130
oll- to be the maximum support spacing which
will ensure that ~ will be obtained. White's solution
gives 1/ry = 16 as the maJt;imum spacing to ensure that the
point of local buckling is reached. Consequently, there
is no information available on the large and important
range of 1/ry between 16 and 130.
White's problem has also been studied by 1ee4 •5 ,
who found the reduced modulus sol~tion (Section 2.5),
"<,
al though the tangent modulus ;value~:_m].ght be considered
to be more realistic. 1ee found that the maximum support
spacing was 1/ry = 38; however, his solution is in erroro
in the calculation of the lateral bending stiffness. The
correct reduced modulus value can be obtained from Eq. 4~3,
using c = cr from Eq. 2.l8.
---~----~------------------'----------------~--~----------
oll- This is an average value for WF sections. The term GKT
must now be considered, and so 1/ry will vary as
GKT/EIyy varies
° Equation 2.10 in Ref. 4.5 was calculated from Fig. 2.11
in the same source. The effective value of (EIyy)
was obtained by a second moment of area method .
using I yy =fx
2 dA, where x is measured from the yy
axis. However, the use of jx2 dA is only valid if x
is measured from the point of unloading (see Fig.
2.8b in Chapter 2)
the moment chosen for the evaluation of the stiffness
properties.
valid and can result in large differences.
The lateral-torsional buckling problem can also
53
4.11L/ry = 15.6 x J2.90 = 26.7
stable if the resulting critical moment is greater than
Lee applies the results of his analysis d~rectly
contribution and thus obtained a tangent modulus solu-
tion. Horne4.7 assumed that the yielded portions could
sumed that the yielded portions provided no stiffness
to beam tests in which the span under uniform moment was
tribution corresponding to a given moment can be calcu-
modulus (upper bound) solution. The respective stiff-
ness values are substituted into Eq. 4.1. The member is
lated. This distribution is then used to evaluate the
various section stiffness properties. Galambos4. 6 as-
relationship (Fig. 2.1). In this method the stress dis-
This gives
unload elastically; his solution is thus a reduced
be approached by considering a continuous stress-strain
restrained by partially yielded side spans. It will be
seen in Chapter 5 that such a dir~ct comparison is not
297.6
4.3 PREVIOUS ELASTI-PLASTIC STUDIES
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columns and slender beams. For these members the load-
expected for elastic beams, but Lee's solution provides
reduction in load capacity. This behavior is to be
the first analytical evidence of its occurrence in
54
Such an approach is: an excellent one for beam-
is sUfficiently close-to at least ens~re that the plastic
deformation characteristic will be of the form shown in
buckling load-deformation curves obtained show little
moment, Mp ' is sensibly attained. The specific problem is
The problem now to be solVed is that of the sub-
optimum performance of a WF steel beam. By s'l+b-optimum is
meant those beams whose support spacing is sufficiently
large that lateral buckling will precede local buckling.
On the other hand, it is assumed that the support spacing
The above tangent modulus approach has been ex-
tended by Lee4 •5 to the post-buckling behavior of beams.
It is relevant to this thesis to note that the post-
yielded beams.
4.4 A MODEL .FOR THE SUB-OPTIMUM BEAM PROBLEM
Fig. 4.2a, and will allow well-conditioned solutions.
However, the characteristic for stocky 'beams will be
represented by Fig. 4. 2band in such a case any buckl-
ing condition near Mp will lead to very ill-conditioned
solutions.
297.6
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to determine the deformation at which a beam will buckle
rotation capacity, R, where R is defined as
55
4·12
strains are ~elated by
.§.... = Y = 6av
ep Yp cIY
Ropt = s - 1 .
and hence conservatively estimate the condition over
where e is tb,e rota.tion and ep is the rotation at Mp if
the beam behaved elastically (Fig. 4.3). Provided the
297.6
moment is uniform, the rotations, curvatures, a.nd flange
where the strains are measured at the lower flange face
laterally under a momer,Lt Mp •
The value of rotation capacity at optimum brac-
ing is found by putting eav = s t:::y to give the local
buckling condition (Section 3.6) and then substituting
Eq. 4.13 into Eq. 4.12 to obtain
the entire flange. This definition also implies that
Mp is attained once the flanges are fUlly yielded. This
will be very closely the case for wide flange sections.
It is,cu,stomary, in studying beam behavior, to
consider the beam rotation as the deformation parameter
(Fig. 4.3). The rota.tions are expressed in terms of the
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plane behavior of a beam under in-plane moments.
Axial pins are assumed at the center of the web
that a solution could be obtained by numerically solv-
56
The deformed shape of the beam will then be as shown by
and at the junction between the web and tension flange.
With the aid of computers, it is congeillvable
R = (s~4)¢
case, as many of the effects involved have little in-
acros~ the flange thickness is neglected.
il- See for instance-, Eq. 6.4, 5, and 6, in Ref. 4.2
mum problem then reduces, sYmbolically, to a determina-
tion of the relationship between R and A (or L/ry). for
O<\H <Ropt. In these cases C"av is given by Eq. 2.2,
and Eq. 4.12 and 13 may be used to relate the rotation
capacity to the proportion yielded, ¢, by
ing the three simultaneous differential equations of
equilibriumil-. Such an approaqh is ineff~c:t:.~nt in this
".; '.'
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The value of L/ry needed to ensure the rotation capacity
is given by White's solution (Eq. 4.8), and the sub-opti-
fluence on the final result. Consequently, the model
shown in Fig. 4.4 will be used to represent the out-of-
It is again noted that the small variation of ¢(or Eav )
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the dashed lines in Fig. 4.4. The tension flange will
move very little laterally due to its much greater
stiffness relative to the compression flange.
Lateral buckling of the compression T will be
studied first. Under simple epd conditions (Fig. 4.1)
the buckling length is given by the Euler equation
:<;.
= c c Eryy 4Pec .16L 2
Thus the beam:':is a lateral mechanism and will
only remain in its original position through the stiff-
ness of the components of the mechanism. Buckling will
occur when the T-shaped compression element buckles
laterally or torsionally. For torsional buckling it
would be more conservative to have a pin at the web-
compression flange junction. This was, in fact, the
model used in the earlier local buckling studies (Fig.
3.2). However, it is conservative for lateral buckl-
ing to include as much of the web as possible, as the
web contributes to the loaded, area without adding sig-
nificantly to the lateral flexural stiffness. The web
stiffness will be neglected in followipg analyses.
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4.18
4.17with Pec = A~y/2
Using Eq. 4.5, this reduces to
~ = r;
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zero web area. For most real beams the value of D
297.6
Hence, Eq. 4~17 will be correct for a section with
58
4.20
4.21
4.19
·4.21
Af = 2bt
Aw = (d-2t)w
D2 = A(d-t)
2Z
is put equal to unity, where
it can be shown that
where the value of ry contained in }\ iLs, r y for the
section.
White's solution disregarded the contribution
of St. Venant I s torsion. This was similarly ignored in
the model by specifying a condition of pure lateral
buckl:img.
will vary between 1.08 and 1.17, and will be conser-
vatively taken as unity in the following derivations.
If Eq. 4.17 for the model is compared with
Eq. 4.6 derived by White for the real section, it is
seen that the only difference is that the factor D
Now, if,Af is the flange area and Aw the web area,
where
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Residual strains have also been neglected.
Normally these do not exceed one-thir'O. of the yield
. . 2.12. h fstrain In magnltude • Thelr effect can t ere ore
be omitted, once the average strains are significant-
ly greater than the yield strain. In this respect,
the problem is different from most column buckling
problems in which overall strains greater than the
yield strain do not occur.
Experimental justification of the effective-
ness of the model can be obtained from its final
predictions and from its behavior at intermediate
stages. As an example of the latter, the deformed
shape of the model can be shown to be close to the
deformed shape measured in tests. Figure 4.5 shows
the lateral deflections at midspan of a beam under
uniform moment. Th,e tests are described further in
Appendix A. It is seen from Fig. 4.5 that the ten-
sion flange remains a.lmost stationary. This is ex-
pected, as its stiffness is increased by the tensile
axial stresses, whereas the stiffness of the compres-
sion flange is reduced. The web deformations follow
the pattern predicted by the model, with the center
of the web showing a distinct outward bow.. This ef-
fect can be seen in the dashed lines in Fig. 4.4. It
is .also explained in Fig. 4.6, which represents a
partially yielded member can be obtained from Eq. 2.22.
Therefore the buckling equa.tion becomes
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typical observed deformed shape in the tests plotted
in Fig. 4.5. Note that the tension flange tends to
twist rather than allow a hinge to form at its junc-
tion with the web.
Winter4~8 has used a similar model in which
the flange was considered as an isolated column. His
primary purpose was to determine the effective length
of such beams (Chapter 5). Basler4 •9 ha.s also used
the model for predicting the lateral buckling of plate
girders.
4.5 APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO BUCKLING BEHAVIOR
The buckling solution for the model is given
by Eq. 4.17. The problem is to determine the value of
the flexural stiffness constant,c. It was shown in
Section 2.9 that the most probable value of c for a
Finally, the relation between ~ and R is obtained by
using Eq. 4.15
60
The most probable solutions will be used in the
the tangent modulus situation. As can be expected, the
distribution of yielq planes. A lower bound is obtained
In the tangent modulus case, the equation becomes
61
~ I= 4.25J I + ~ h-Is=T
ted in Fig. 4.7 for a steel such as A36 with h = 33.
Equation 4.25 is for the most probable distribu...
tion of yield planes. In a discussion of column behavior,
Th-lirlimann2 •5 pointed out that bounds ca.n be placed on the
297.6
Equation 4.25 and the reduced modulus solution are plot-
The tan.gent and reduced modulus values of c (Eq. 2.14 and
15) will provide upper and lower bounds to this equation.
remainder of the dissertation. Apart from the obvious
l0E;:ical reasons, their use is al~so justified by visual
observations of the uniform distribution of yield lines
difference between the two bounds is greatest for low
values of R, when there are relatively few yield planes.
It is noted that the most probable distribution is closer
to the lower than the upper bou~d solution •.
if all the yield planes are at the center of the column
(Fig. 4.8a) and an upper bound if they are all at the ends
(Fig. 4.8b). The solution to the two cases is givenin
Appendix B, and Fig~ 4.9 shows the numerical result for
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actual behavior will result from the presence of initial
as opposed to the buckling, behavior of the beam. The
(see Fig. 2.3 and 2.14, for instance), and by the close~
ness between their predictions and test results.
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c
Ao-y
=- =-
2P ec
P
~~ Actually, Uo is the coefficient of the first term in the
Fourier series representing the initial deformed shape.
The derivation of Eq. 4.26 assumed that Uo is the
dominant coefficient in the series
the initial deflection at m~d-span~~, p. is the axial load,
and Pec is the Euler buckling load given by Eq. 4.16 and
therefore
structural imperfections in the fl.ange., and these may be
represented by assuming tha.t the flange has an initially
deformed sha.pe~ Southwell has shown4•2 that the deformed.
297.6
4.6 APPLICATION OF THE MaPEL
TO NON-BUCKLING BEHAVIOR
\
It is ofconsidersble interest to study the actual,
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show a corre~ponding increase. This marked change in re-
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4·29
4·28u:,0u·m
The figure illustrates the reason for the
f tl d d . t 1 b t' 4·10, 4·11,2.21requen y recor e experlmen a 0 serva lon .' ,
0.1 ff
um = -....-.......----0.91 - 0.274R
that lateral buckling occurs in a beam very soon after the
sponse can be seen in Fig. 4.10 where Eq. 4.28 is plotted.
However, once yielding has begun, the value of c in Eq.
;,
When Mp has just been reached (R=O), the value of
u will be 0.1/0.91" = 0 .11". This change would be barely
perceptible wj,th the trans~ts (:to.Olll ) previously used to
record lateral deflections ~n beam t~sts4.10, 4·11, 2.21.
For illustrative purposes, the following typical values
will be assumed: Uo = 0.1", ~ €l.0.3, h = 33, s = 11.5.
Eq. 4.29 then becomes
4.26 w:1-11 drop rapidly, and the rate of change of Um will
Consider? flange which has been loaded to its
maximum load, AcSy/2.From Eq. 4.26 and .27, the mid-
span deflection is now given by
297.6
Using a tangent modulus solution, c may be eliminated
byEq. 2.14, 2.22, and 4.15, to give
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plastic moment is reached. It is seen that what has
actually been recorded is the effect of a rapid decrease
in flange stiffness. This has caused the deflections
due to structural imperfections to be magnified to a
measurable degree~ However, tt must be emphasized that
there is no buckling involved, and even if the member
were free of·· imperfections there . would be no buckling
condition corresponding to this loading stage. A plas-
tic hinge is not a post-buckling phenomenon.
A second important point that follows from Fig.
4.10 is that deflections of significant size can be ex-
pected in the post-elastic range of a beam's behavior.
It will be recalled from Chapter 2 that, in' these cir-
cumstances, the majority of the yield planes which form
will be bending rs.ther than axial yield planes ~ This
can be seen in the photographs of Fig. 2.3 and 2.14. An
important difference in the.two yield plane types is
the curvature jump (Section 2.8) that occurs with a bend-
ing yield;:LlneQ Hence, although the actual stiffness of
a bendin~ yield plane is cr(EI), its effective stiffness
will be lowered by the curvature jump effect.
~he buckling solution in the previous section
applies to axial yield planes, and therefore represents
an unrealistic case. In order to retain the many advant-
ages of a buckling solution while obtaining a realistic
solution, the previous model will be altered by assuming
that the yield planes which form during axial deformation
The effective stiffness, cb(EI), found by dividing this
by the total curvature:
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4.32
4.33
4·35
4.31
4.34
2
= --.....-
h+ Jh
2(s~1) ~/Jfh ( Jh _1)(EI) r y
Ct < cb < cr
[ 121 2 2h < h + [h < '.Jh + 1 .
(s-l) (. [h+l) 2 'f y
2 J1i ( fh - 1)
The effective stiffness of these lines depends
2,97.6
corresponding moment is
The difference between the two is
on the amouI").t of curvature that occurs •. This will be
or
will behave as bending ~ield planes,
A necessary requirement is that
and using the reduced modulu~stiffness(Eq. 2.15) the
limited by the local buckling c~iterion developed in
Section 3.5. The curvature jump and the local buckling
criterion are shown ;in Fig. 4.11. The total curvature
is given in Eq. 3.28, and the curvature jump in Eq. 2.20~
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the web will not be more than the curvature jump value,
values of cb can be calculated in an identical manner for
The stiffnesscb(EI}, is the value for an effi-
cient local buckling section (see Section 3.6) ~ Modified
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~ (1 .. r~) sey +~ ~ - ~ (1 - ~)Jscy 4.37
[ 2 1 ( 2) (' ."
1 ) ]
= .'J( + '2 1 - '7( 1 - ffi s cy
It can be seen from Fig. 4.11 that the yield
that is
where Eq. 2.12 has been used to evaluate (3. For a can...,.
stant Cb the deflection of the member will be sinusoidal.
where there is no moment, the strain in the pHme of
strength increases.
The average axial strain in a yield plane (when the local
buckling criterion is reached) wil~ be
and it qan readily be seen that the 1n~quality holds
if h > 1.
sections with greater local buckling, resistance. , The
value of cb will approach cr as the local buckling
297.6
plane axial strain in the plane of the web will be S~y
for only the mid-span region. At the ~nd restraints
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becomes:.
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4.42
4.39
4.40
4.38
R:((.·l - I')• ....--. • I,' _ J,. "
1 '" -,..s- cb
1
=j 1 + 0.7 hRs:T
i\ = ~=l===
J"l hR+ F-s,.,l
~2 1 2 1 J rI.R = -:-.:;:. + - (1 --) (1 - -) - (1;1-1))'11\ 2 1f Jh
R > 0.8 (s-l)
This may be w~itten as
and the buckling equation CEq:. 4.23) becomes
The relationship between 1\ and hR/( s-l) is plotted in
Fig. 4.13. Note that this equation will not be valid
if ¢ > 1, or from Eq~ 4.38, if
Consequently,. Eq. 4.15 must 'Qe amended to give
where F is found from Eq. 4.33 and 4r39 to be
F ;[~+2}n-~]/[~+~(1-~l(1- }y,l] 4.41
The relationship between F and h is plotted in
Fig. 4.12. It is seen that F is alrno~t a constant for
the practical ranges of h (10 to 100). Therefore an
average valu~ of 0.7 will be taken for F; Eq. 4.40 then
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valence between the model used in this ohapter and
sis has, conservatively, applied to the flange rather
4.7 TORSIONAL BUCKLING
.., 68
4·44GK~=~=CJto
( 2t) 2 G"cr:y = b
297.6
The close similarity between local and torsional
buckling has previously been discussed by Bleich4.12 and
used by Basler4.9 . The significance to this discussion
is that the local bucklin~provisionswill ~lso serve 'as
the torsional buckling provisions. The preceding analy-
sional buckling must also be investigated~ The tor,...
sional buckling stress of a rectangle of dimensions
b t h b t · . 4.12 bx were,» lS glyen y
This is identical with Eq·. 3.1 derived by Haaij er from
local buckling considerations, and indicates the equi-
Putting CJto = CJy and using (~)2 + 1 ~ (~)2 gives
So far only lateral buckling of the T of the
model beam has been considered. The problem of tor-
The experimental verification of Eq. 4.42 must
be delayed until certain a.dditional aspects of the
problem are discussed in the following Chapter.
Haaijer's local bupkling model with zero flange re-
straint.
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the axial criterion in this case, as the curvature dis-
ally.
sideration of the T would lead to an analytic(3..1 evalua-
and the d:nop in curvature from the pea.k value at mid-span
4.46
4.47
, 0.2271
1 + 0.56x 33
=1\
opt
L = 0,; 227 x '. .71' . x 1·31 xb = 4. 62bJ 0.0012 5.762 .
The curvature is assumed to"be distributed sinusoidally,
terion was a regional one~ It has been possible to ignore
then the compression T. It can be realized t:p.at a con-
The local buckling criterion used ha.s been the
spread of strain hardening across the flange (Fig. 4.11).
an extreme case. From Eq. 4.42 and .43, the optimum
value of ~ is (h = 33)
tion of the flange rotational restraint factors (Fig.
3.2) which HaaiJe'r2 •4 was forced to determine experiment-
tribution in the region of the local buckle is almost
uniform. This can be seEm analytically by:,:considering
297.6 69
However, it was shown in Section 3.5 that· the true cri-
From Eq. 3.27, the local buckling has a half-length of
1. 2b, and hence is 1/f2/4.62 =0.26 of the total length.
For a 10WF25 beam this is equivalent to a length L given
by Eq. 4.5 with fEy = 0.0012 as
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4.8 VERY SHORT BEAMS
The optimum support spacing length for a compact
section was calculated in Eq. 4.46 for h = 33. Generally,
it is given by
is given by (1 - sin(1-0.26)~/2) = 1 - 0.92 = 8 per cent.
That is, the change in strain in this extreme case would
be only eight per cent, and so the axial part of the cri-
terion may be ignored.
This is shown experimentally in Fig. 4.14, where
the measured strain distributions, over a length somewhat
greater than the half...,wave length, are shown. It is seen
that they are in agreement with the previous analytical
predictions. (The readings are for the load at which
local buckling occurred).
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4·481= ---;=~======-Jl + 0.56h~ opt
and is equivalent to a rotation capacity of 0.8(s-1).
However, it is of some interest to consider the behavior
of beams with support spacing closer than ?\ opt.
For 1\ only slightly less than i1 opt , the equili-
brium requirement between adjacent yield planes will
force a more uniform distribution of the strain in the
plane of the web. .Thus the correction factor introduced
in Eq~ 4.37 will become unity. The buckling condition
297.6
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will not alter, as the derivation of the buckling equa.,.
tion CEq. 4.40) assumed that the distribution of strains
was uniform along the beam. Consequently, it may be ex-
pected that only a minor decrea.se in . /I below i1 opt will
cause the rotation capacityto increase frotp. 0,8 ( s - 1)
to (s -1).
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4·49R (s.,.l)= 1 + ~--~...;;;,.:..h
Once the member is in the fully yielded condi-
strain hardening. From R > (s-l) the stresses are
planes will not be created. Instability will now be
the p~suilit of the applied stress~s increasing due to
given by
tiop. any changes in ax,ial. strain will not cause any
further changes in material properties, as'new slip
297.6
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The basic buckling equation (Eq. 4.18) now becomes
1\ =Jc #- 4~50It
II
'I'
'I
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I
and putting cr= cry gives Jc = 'A opt·
/'I 1
Aopt = l 1 +:R- (s-l)h
Therefore
4.9 LATERAL DEFLECTIONS
For all the above r~asons, the following discus-
sion will be limited to ~otation capacities less than
( s"..l).
In order to justify the earlier assumptions of a
uniform distrib.ution of b~nding yield planes along a mem-
ber, it is necessary to show that the lateral deflection
required to form a bending yield plane is small relative
to the deflections present. The moment to cause a bend-
ing yield plane is given by Eq. 2.4 and 2.8. The axial
force prese!?-t is bto-y , and therefore tfle necessary de-
flection, ui, is
It is seen that rotation capacity increases sharply
as Ii drops below ()opt. It must be emphasized, howeyer,
that such behavior is dependent on the section having a
local buckling strength greater than that required for a
compact section (Section 3.6).. For instance·,,~. to obtain a
rotation capacity of 2(s-1) would require a section that
could withstand strains of the order of 2s6 y wi thout local
buckling. Furthermore, as the span becomes shorter there
will be a stronger tendency for yield planes to form as
axial, rather than bending, :.-,yield planes ~ In this case,
buckling will occur under the tangent modulus stiffness,
Ct (shown as a dash~d line in Fig. 4.15).
72297.6
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merical section.
the entire member.
of the length of the member. General experimental veri-
TIle deflections at loc.al buckling may similarly
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4.54
4.53
4.52
0.129b
b b(i-I) T - -
o - 120
2xIO.5 b
----.--=---x-=
5.74 x 4.74 I;
(i-l)My =
iJbtcJy
2(s-1) (EI) arty . 11u = . .---e [h( J'h-l) btcry
ue =
2(s-1) b
.
-
Th( Jh-l) 6
It is interesting to note that Eq. 4~53 predicts
be estimated. The relevant moment has already been
calcul~ted as Eq. 4.32. Hence the deflection, u e ' is
that the lateral deflection at unloading is independent
restraints, other than the simple conditions of Fig. 4.1,
Eccentricities of this order can be expected in any com-
297.6
has been discussed. Howeyer, Prasa.d .and Galambos have
reported tests 2 •21 in which the end restraints approached
fication of Eq. 4.53 must wait until the subject of end
From Eq. 4.52, the ratio Ue/Ui is 15.4, which confirms
the assumption that bending yield lines will form along
and for A36.steel
•,
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the assumed simple end restraints. Each of the three
tests in which 10ca.1 buckling occurred had different
span lengths and will thus provide a good check on the
accuracy of Eq. 4.53. The results are presented in the
following Table.
Te.st L/ry
u/b at u/b from ErrorLocal .. Buckling Eq. 4.53
G12 30 0'.125 0.129 + 3.296
GIO 35 .112 .129 +15.0%
G 9 40 .137 .129 - 5.8%
There is seen to be good agreement between test and
theory, and the errors do not appear to be related to
the span lengths.
4.10 SUMMARY
An expression has been developed which related
the rotation capacity, R, of a beam to its unsupported
length L. The end restraints are assumed to be such
that their only effect is to prevent lateral deflect-
ions. The expression is
L [6y
= 1\ = 1 4.55
-
.
r y 11 J Rh1 + 0.7 s:r
where c. y, h, and s are previously defined material con-
stants and r y is the weak axis radius of gyration of the
section. The above equation al,lows the determination of
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the maximum support spacing which will ensure that a
required rotation capacity is available. The section
is assumed to meet the requirements given in Chapter
3 for a compact section.
The concept of an optimum support spacing has
been advanced. For most sections, local buckling will
precipitate unloading if the support spacing is less
than the optimum·value; and therefore no additional
rotation capacity above the optimum va.lue will be ob-
tained.
The analytical model, from which Eq. 4.55 was
derived, has be~n shown to provide excellent agreement
with experimental measurements. Torsional buckling of
the model has been shown to correspond to the local
buckling requirement:;! derived by Haaijer2 •4.
Tl+e .:t;'ollowing Chapter will discuss the exten-
sion of the model to qases where practical end re-
straints are present.
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5. EFFECTIVE LENGTHS AND BRACING REQUIREMENTS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In the preceding chap~erthe case of a beam with
simpilieend re-straints subjected to a uniform moment was
analyzed. A more realistic situation occurs when the
span under uniform moment is restrained by adjac,ent spans
which are only partially yielded. As the mod:e(1' used in
the preceding chapter behaves as a column, it ,is possible
to apply the effectiv~ 'length concept to the situation.
The first problem to be solved is the,v~lue of
effective length factors, and the second problem is the
determination of the forces that will develop in the
supports as a consequence of their action in restraining
the buckled beam. As these supports cannot be rigid, it
is necessary tp determine the minimum support stif,fnesses
which will ensure the occurrence of the desired beam be-
havior.
5.2 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUDIES
The restraint provided by adjacent spans has pre-
viously led to some difficulties in comparing test results
and theory. In their application of White's work2 . 3 ,
Kusuda et a14.4 chose an effective factor* of k = 0.80.
-------------------~--~._~-----~'--,------------------'-------~~ ';rhat is, the buckling length is 0~i.8 times the span
length. "The value of k for Ghapter 4 'was, there-
fore, k = 1. '
better represent the behavior of the test beams.
spans are loaded in the same manner as the critical span
White's use of a tangent modulus solution based on axial
and are subjected to the same amount of yielding. These
77
The derivation of this value assumed that the adjacent
are both very severe assumptions.and lead to an extreme-
Some of the 56 per cent discrepancy is due to
In a discussion of beam test results pUblished
by Lee and Galambos4 •10 , Jbhnston5 •1 suggested that the
297.6
due to the choice of the value for k. Lee, in a later
work4 •5 , even more conservatively assumed that the ef-
fective length factor was unity.
yield planes (Chapter 4), but by far the largest part is
presented results indicated an effective length factor
of 0.56. These same results were further examined by
Prasad and Galambos 2 •21 , who found that k = 0.60 would
ly conservative effective length estimate. When the value
of k = 0.8 is applied to White's buckling length solution
(Eq. 4.10), the estimate obtained for the optimum support
spacing of a beam with side span restraint is 18/0.8 r y =
22 5 T t It 4·10 , d' ·t th t th tIl• rye es resu, s ln lca e a e ac ua va ue
for A36 steel is between 35 r y and 40 rye '.;.%n recognition
of this fa~t, the result calculated by Kusuda et a14 . 4
was increased by 56 per cent from 22.5ry to 35ry •
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This section will present an analytical deriva-
uniform moment and restrained by side-spans under moment
gradient. The beam model used in Chapter 4 will be re-
tained. As the final result will be a ratio of the
elastic beams.
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M
-- . ~y. For the or-M ...
p
axial force isdinates shown in Fig. 5.2, the
flange-column will be taken as
ness of the adjacent spans. The axial stress in the
The first problem is to determine the stiff-
at the far ends of the adjacent spans, however there
is no difficulty in including such restraints in the
definition in Section 4.2). No restraint is assumed
tion of the effective length factor for a span under
cancelling out of assumptions.
It is interesting to note that White's optimum
spacing prediction with k = 0.6 is 18/0.6 r y = 30ry.
following analysis.
properties of two spans, there maybe some favorable
A somewhat similar approach,'has been used by
Winter4.8 for determining the effective lengths of
297.6
The problem to be solved is shown in Fig. 5.1.
Each qf the four supports is a simple support (see
5.3 THE EFFECTIVE LENGTH OF CRITICAL SPANS
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It will be assumed that the moment at the far end, f Mp ,
remains elastic, therefore
The lateral flexural stiffness of the beam will be (Ely)
for M < My, and it will be cb(Ely)at Mp • It will be
assumed that the stiffness, c(EI), between My and Mp
varies sinusoidally in the manner shown in Fig. 5.2b.
where
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5.4
5.5
5.3
5.1
1 - .cb
2
1 + cb
c =---
2
1 > > 1
f > f > - f
1 > t: > f-l
f+l
7: = 1 -. Ilf
1 - f
The required stiffnE3ss cap. be defined as 8~
(j xcr: = 1 - (1 .. f) Ly a
or from Eq.5.4
where f is the shape factor, f = Mp/My.
where f is the ratio· of end moments.
therefore·
wheretLa is t:qe length of member between My and Mp ,
and is given by
Symbolically, this is represented by
297.6
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rotation capacity which the span is required to deliver,
restrained at its ends by rotational springs (Fig.5.4).
The stiffness, c·( EI), of this column will depend on the
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La
S' =-
a EI
and £M and be are defined in Fig • .5.2c. A closed
solution for'Sk cannot be obta~ned, and the lack of
onthogonality makes other solutions involved. The
Rayleigh-Ritz methodl •3 will be used here. and the
mechanics of the solution are given in Appendix C.
The final solution is ,given in Fig. 5.3, where S~
is shown as a function of the ratio of end moments,
f, (or the proportion, C):: , of the length with M> My)
and the slenderness factor ~ a of the adjacent span.
Fig. 5.3 allows the stiffness of an adjacent
span to be determined if its length and bending moment
diagram are known. Hence the beam model for ,the span
'under uniform moment can be represented as a column
and is given by Eq. 2,22, 4.15, and 4.38, as
1 _ 5 R 1
- 1 + r.- • - ~ (- - 1) 5.7
c ~ s-l ,Gb
The buckling solution :for a column with rota...,
tional end restraints has been presented by Hoffl.3~
Figures 5.5a and b reproduce Hoff's graphical results
wi th a slight notational cha.nge. The effective length
80
is therefore iterative to the extent that it is nec-
The above discussion applied to a particular
necessary.
the same principles. If the adjacent spans are under
81
Equation 5.9
S = ( l'~ a) 2 • Sa = 3 a t .A = 0 5.9
a 1 lI?\a
- tan 1\>la
...Q = [C(LE1 )] . -7 [ SaEll=~ .-7-.
.. . La J ~ Sa
center
span-
essary to choose a support spacing and then check its
adequacy.·
but common case. The procedure for other cases follows
All the quantities in Eq • .5.8 are known, and hence Jl
and Fig. 5.3 and 5~5 provide all the information
may be evalua.ted. The effective length factor, k, is
then fQund from Fig. 5.5. Now, for the design to be
satisfactory, the va.lue ofk >.. must be less than the
value of ;\1 obtained by substituting the rotation
capacity required into Eq. 4.42. The design process
or from standard tabulations4.2, 5.2
297.6
uniform moment, their stiffness Sa may be found from
the expression
factor is k, as previously defined. The factor Jl is
defined as
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The above steps represent a design process. In
analysis, it would be necessary to find the value of R
which gives k A = 1\ 1.
5.4 BEAM TEST RESULTS
Sufficient information is now available to an-
alyze the behavior of a given beam. Thus the preceding
theories can be cIl,ecked by comparing the predicted be-
havior of a beam with its test behavior. Three series
..t o
further details will be found in Table I. The rotation
to account for the restraint of the outermost spans,
However, the model was proposed basically to
in previous chapters to copfirm the behavior of the beam
83
The values of the effective length factor in
Table I were calculated for the loading in Fig. 5.6a,
and usually corresponds to the region in which notice.,..
able unloading has first occurred.
rather than conservatively ass'\lming that they had no
effect. The value, of.J'L in this case may be shown to be
the agreement obtained was satisfactory.
model at intermediate stages. It will be recalled that
using the method described in the preceding Section.
For the case in Fig. 5.6b the calculations were modified
297.6
predict a rotation capacity versus support spacing re-
lationship and its behavior in this respect will now be
examined. The loading arrangement used in the three
test series mentioned above, is shown in Fig. 5.6, and
of relevant experiments have been conducted; by Lee and
Galambos4•10 ,Prasa.d and Galambos 2 •21, and by the author
(Appendix A). The la.st series of results have been used
capacity is measured to the point at which the load cap-
aci:ty has dropped to 95 per cent of its maximum valuJ·ll
(nominally 95 per cent of Mp ). This definition removes
any subjective interpretations from the test results,
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The results of the fourteen tests in Table 1 are
Again, c(EI) is the stiffness of the fully yielded spans,
plotted in Fig. 5.7, together with the theoretical pre-
84
5.10
that these results represent three different test ser-
erent types of steel. It may be conGluded that the
and $ao is the stiffness of the outermost span ..
and rotation capacity.
ies, two different testing arrangements, and two diff-
diction of Eq. 4.42.
and modified for an axial load of AC5"y/2. These coeffi-
cients are tabulated in various references5. 2 , 4· 2, 4. 12 •
where Sand C are the standard slope deflection coeffi-
ci'ents which equa.l 4 and 0.5,· respectively, for zero
axial load, and are defined by
results justify the use of the beam model and of Eq.
4.42 to predict the relation between support spacing
297.6
5.5 DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS
The agreement between test results and theory
shown in Fig. 5.7 is excellent. It should be noted
I
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At the other extreme are the two tests, HT36 and
GIl, in which each had a rotation capacity of 1.5. Both
plotted much closer to the tangent modulus prediction
than Eq. 4.42, An additional fact is that no local buckl-
ing was observed in test GIl. These results indicate that
for beams with rotation capaciti~s below 0.2(s-1) the
yielded p~oportion is so small that lateral buckling
causes unloading without local buckling being present.
No adjustment will be proposed for this range, as the abso-
lute difference between the predictions of Eq. 4.25 and
Some interesting points can be obtained from the
extreme tests. Tests LB 15 and 11 (Fig. 5.7a) were at
and below the optimum bra.cing length·~:.and performed in
the manner predicted for very ahort beams with good local
buckling resistance (b/t =13.4 c.f. 17). However, test
HT41 was also at a .• support spacing less than optimum, but
only delivered a rotation capacity of ten per cent more
than optimum. This test was for a steel with a yield
stress (Table I) 1.51 times greater than that used in the
LB. tests. Therefore, the bit ratio of 13.4 must now be
compared with 17/ 1.51 = 13.8. There is clearly little
reserve of local buckling strength, and the section now
barely passes the definition of accompact section. Hence
it cannot be expected to deliver any additional rotation
capacity beyond the optimum value.
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4.42 is small, and the discussion of such low rotation
capacities is unrealistic when the requirements of
plastic design are considered.
The presence of the effective length phenomenon
can ,also be shown experimentally. In the HT series beam
tests (Appendix A), strain gages were places at various
locations on the compression flange underun:i..form moment.
These were located in such a', 'manner that they could record
the lateral bending strains along the compression flange.
These lateral bending strains are shown in Fig. 5.8.
5.6 EFFECTIVE LENGTH FACTORS
It can be seen from Table I that the effective
length factors are relatively inseqsitive to changes in
span conditions. Therefore the procedure outlined in
Section 5.4 becomes unnecessary once a representative
value of k is known for the particular loading case.
For instance, k = 0 •.54 applies to most cases represented
by Fig. 5.6a, and k = 0.80 to the casein Fig. 5.6b.
Once k is known, the rotatton capacity of a given span
can be calculated directly from Eq. 4.42. It can also
be observed that the partially yielded spans are much
stiffer than the fully yielded spans, and therefore ex-
ert a contr011ing. inflUence on the effective length
values.
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er than the calculated values.
and initial spaces between brace and beam. The measured
measurements; however, the values of k obtained from
and are therefore approximate. However, there is a def-
87
There is seen to be a definite change in the
authors also assumed a value of k = 1 for the G tests
closely enough to allow quantitative effective length
cept. Unfortunately, the strain gages were not spaced
elastic deformation of the brace, slippage of the brace,
inite tendency for the observed values of k to be great-
lateral deflections during test HT29 are shown in Fig.5.10.
sign of the bending strains at points close to the in-
flection points predicted by the effective length con-
297.6
The cause of this tendency lies in the support
movement which occurred during all tests. This movement
will obviously relax the beam restraints and therefore
increase the effecti,ve length factors. The lateral brac-
ing system used in alIt the Table I tests is shown in
Fig. 5.9. The support movement occurs as a result of
Fig.,5.8 do lie be~ween 0.5 and 0.6.
Now, it was mentioned in Section 5~2 that John-
ston5 •11 , and Galambos and Prasad2 •21 observed kfor the
LB tests to,be 0.56 and 0.60, respect.tvely. The latter
(Table I). These values .are based on visual criteria
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It is seen that the support movement a£ unloading was
of the order of 0.10 inch.
If the value of k = 0.54 iSFused, the optimum
bracing len~th, for an A36 steel beam with partially
elastic side spans, may be calculated from Eq. 4.48 as
~y = Jil+~j8"5) j 6~o:I:e~ . 0 .~4 = 37.6 5.12
The current AISC spe-cifications 2 •2 recommend a value of
L/ry = 35, and Lee and Galambos indicated that L/ry = 40
best fitted their test results4 • 3 • The presented theory
thus confirms the earlier empirical or experimental es-
timates of the optimum support lengths.
It is also of interest to note from Fig. 5.10
that the total lateral deflection at unloading is ex-
cellently predicted by modifyin~ the prediction of Eq.
4.54 (simple end restraint) by dividing by the effect-
ive length factor. The'figurealso shows the much
greater stiffness of the partially yielded side spans.
It can be seen that they act as almost fixed ends with
respect to the fully yielded center span. Again, quan-
titative effective length measurements are difficult to
obtain, but the qualitative effect is apparent in the
plotted deflections.
88297.6
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5.7 BRACING FORCES
conservative to take MA = a (this is the true situation
for the particular case shown in Fig. 5.11), and the
following derivation will adopt this assumption.
and C ape seen to equal HL a • More generally, the
moment will be given by
MB = HLa + MAl 5.13
where MA is the moment at A. In most cases it will be
- 89
The preceding discussions have delineated the
necessary support spacing required to achieve a desired
rotation capacity. This section will define the neces-
sary properties of the support itself. Henceforth, the
term brace will be used, in order to emphasize the non-
rigid nature of a practical support.
However, it must be noted thatth~ val~e given
by Eq. 5.12 only applies to those cases where the ef-
fective length factor of k = 0.54 is applicable. The
value of k = 0.50 is the most favorable value that can
The laterally deformed shape of a beam under
uniform moment has been given in Fig. 5.10. This is
redrawn in diagra.mmatic form in Fig. 5.11. Reactions
will develop at ea.ch brace arid must necessarily be in
overall equilibrium. These bracing forces, H, are
shown in Fig. 5.11b. The moments, MB, at braces B
297.6
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seen to increase as the spans decrease. For an approx-
The predicted value of the bracing force, H, is
where all terms have been previously defined except for
90
,
(h = 33, s = 11.5), 1 a/ry = 35. In this case, Eq. 5~ 14
becomes: H = 0.0188 5.16
Pyf
twi6e the value given by Eq. 5.14.
H = 2 (s -1) • (!l)yy ~ ~y. 1
h - Jh 2 1 a
H = (eel) • .....L. P .<"> • A • / (1 a)
h - Jh n yf Af l:"y
Note that, by the same reas~ming, if MA in Eq. 5.13 is
not zero, the worst case that can occur is for H to be
Now the maximum value of M~ is the moment which
causes local buckling and, therefore, in-plane unload-
ing. This value has already been calculated as Eq. 4.32.
Therefore the maximum value of H is given by Eq. 4.32
and 5.13 as
Pyf which is given by
Pyf = btcJy= AfcJy
2
imate analysis the shorter of the spans adjacent to the
brace can be used in Eq. 5.14. The bracing force is
linearly related to the flange force Pyf. To check the
predictions of Eq~ 5.14 it will·be applied to the follow-
ing typical situation: 10WF25 (A/Af = 1.48), A36 steel
297.6
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points can have a deleterious effect on the performance
fortuitous because conservative assumptions were made in
require the same cross~sectional area to carry the force,
of the beam by increasing its effective length.
91
5.17H---- = 0.02Pyf
Now the agreement between rotation capacity test
and theory shown in Fig. 5.7a and b is to some extent
deriving Eq. 4.42. Prime among these was the n~glect of
the factor D (Eq. 4.17) which would increase /\ by be-
tween eight per cent and 17 per cent. This conservative
The specification of a bracing force is not in
itself sufficient. For example, a tension brace will
297.6
5.8 BRACING STIFFNESS
H, regardless of its length. However, its axial deform-
ations will be directly proportional to the length. Sec-
tion 5.6 indicated how lateral deflections of the brace
It is rather remarkable to recall that the standard em-
pirical formula for bracing forces5 • 3 which has been in
use for at least forty years gives
assumption would appear to have been counteracted by the
non-conservative support movements. The predicted ef-
fective length value for the LB and HT tests was 0.54
(Table I), whereas the observed values were in the region
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the conservative assumption mentioned above.
that the maximum allowable increase in effective length
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5.20
5.19s' b9 = Sa (~ 9 ... 2ub )a La
or
ub ~e (1 Sa= - - -)La 2 Sa
In the following analysis it will be assumed
= ~ 9 _ 2ub
La
cent decrease in length, which is sufficient to offset
of 0.6 (Section 5.6). This represents an eleven per
is eight per cent, corresponding to the minimum conserva-
a change in the actual stiffness Sa. The behavior is
shown in Fig. 5.11c, and the effective angle of rotation,
£9', is seen to be
This change in the effective stiffness comes about by a
releasing of the angle 69 in Fig. 5.2c, rather than by
where ub is the movement of a brace laterally under the
force H. From Eq. 5.6 the effective stiffness, Sk is
given by
tive effect of the factor D. If k = 0.54, then the per-
missible upward variation is k = 0.585. From Fig. 5.5b,
this is equivalent to a change in SL from 0.04 to 0.104.
Using Eq. 5.8, the required change in the effective ad-
jacent span stiffness is in the ratio of 0.04/0.104=0.385.
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about two and one-half times the deflections needed to
port movement decreases with the square of the support
spacing. Thus relatively stiff braces are needed for
93
5.22
5.21ub I'i"" = 0.307 6 eDa
0.385 Sa' Eq. 5.20 becomes
It is seen from Eq. 5.23 that the allowable· sup-
297.6
ub s-l
= 0.13 •
ry h -.J1i.
With S~
represents a cornmon condition, and so Eq.5.6 gives
2 1 s-l 6 La
e =13 ·2. 75 • h -J'1i. . y • ;y
closely braces members. If the bracing spacing is at
form a bending yield plane .(Eq. 4.52).
Equation 5.21 and 5.?2 then give
Now the angle ~ e (no brace deflection) can be assessed
from the known maximum moment (Eq. 5.14) and the stiff-
ness values given in Fig. 5.3. It is seen that Sa = 2.75
35ry, the value of Ub/ry is 0.075 (A36 steel) and 0.071
(A441 steel). It is interesting to note that the sup-
port movement recorded in Fig. 5.10 is 0.08 in. or
0.08/1.31 = 0.061ry • This is in good agreement with the
maximum permissible value of 0.071ry calculated from Eq.
5.23. It.-is also noted that the support deflections are
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5.24
5.26
5.27
5.28
1
Ab
. - .
A
Ab~) ~ 0.011, Lb 3. 06-
La 'A
Ab ~ 0.010, Lb
" 1.41-A La
297.6
The axial stiffness of a brace may now be
obtained from Eq. 5.14 and 5.23 as
pendent of material properties.
where Lb and Ab are the length and cross-sectional area,
respectively, of the brace. Eq. 5.24 is seen to be inde-
Ab ~ 1 s-lA~ ()w • n . h - J1i
and so Eq. 5.24 becomes
Lb cry s-l
- (... 0.130 _.
La ~ CTW h - J1i
Design rules may be readily formulated from Eq.
5.14 and 5,24. If the working stress is crw' then Eq.
5.14 gives the brace area as
These two equations allow the maximum length and minimum
area of the brace to be determined. If ()w = CTy/l. 75, and
the bracing is at optimum (35ry for A36 steel, 25r y for
A441 steel), ~q. 5.25 and~26 become
A36: .
A441:
I
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If the actual brace area is greater than the required
area by some ratio, then-:.the maximum allowable length
may be increased by the same ratio.
The area provisions in Eq. 5.27 and .28 may be
compared with the two per cent rule (Eq. 5.17). For
the 10WF25,A/bt = 2.96 and the value of Ab/bt becomes
2.96 x 0.10 = 0.030. For this case in which A/bt is
relatively large, the two per cent rule is seen to be
inadequate. However, if the braces are also designed
to ultimate load, then A/bt = 0.30/1.75 = 0.017, and
the two per cent rule is adequate. It may be calcu-
lated that the two per cent rule is only applicable
to plastic design if the brace is also designed for
ultimate conditions. Otherwise, a three per cent rule
would be more valid.
It should also be noted that the brace must
meet certain stiffness provisions. One important im-
plied provision in the preceding work is that the far
end of a brace must be attached to a fixed point.
5.9 ADDITIONAL BRACE PROPERTIES
The properties of a brace will be referred to
the same axes as apply to the beam being braced (Fig.
3.1). So far, the discussion has concerned axial
stiffness and area of the brace, that is. axial stiff-
ness with respect to the XX axis. Bending stiffness
ness of the braces about the ZZ axis. The tautness re-
tors will now be provided.
necessary to specify that a brace have some degree of
neglected.
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. La
• (-) YY
EI span
- EI
S =S +3 (-) YY
a aLbrace
Lee et a15 •4 have also noted that it is probably
vertical stiffeners are provided at the brace points.
either by 'having t~o taut braces or by the bending stiff-
stiffness and strength about the ZZ axis, if the tension
297.6
quirement is clearly impractical, and it is therefore
sufficient to brace only the compression flange, provided
tical proportions of beam and purl in that it may be
These restrain the tension flange from moving by greatly
increasing the torsional strength of the section. Hence
flange is to remain unbraced. An estimate of these fa.c-
about the YY axis will also assist in restraining the
fore necessary that the braces provide this stiffness,
the tension flange is held in position by the torsional
fixity of the braced compression flange. It is there-
compression T againl3t lateral rotations. If this stiff-
ness is given by 3(EI/L)YY(brace)' then the method of
Section 5.3 can be modified by replacing Sa by
However, it has been pointed out by Lee et a15 •4 that
the last term of Eq. 5.29 will be so small for prac-
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There is an equal and opposite force due to the com-
pression flange.
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5.30
5.31
5.32
It was shown in Chapter 4 that the behavior of
the beam (both rea.l and model) is as shown in Fig. 5 .12a.
timates of MT and FT are found from the plastic design
The length, La, to be used in the following analysis will
be taken as the average of the lengths of the two spans
adjacent to the brace being designed.
The reactions to the loads FT, VT'l' and MT, must
be c.arried at the brace point. Simple upper bound es-
VT results from the axial force in the flange having a
vertical component due to the flexure of the flange.
297.6
concept. In accordance with the model, plastic hinges
are placed at the points indicated by solid circles in
Fig. 5.12a. Therefore
Forces FT and VT and moments MT act on the free body of
the tension flange~ As the flange is a tie, it will un-
dergo very small relative deflections along its length
(Fig. 4.5), and these will be neglected in this analysis.
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far end, and that the axial stresses in it are no more
It is assumed that the brace is pinned at the
are shown in Fig. 5.12b. The ~oment produced by the·
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5.34
5.33
5.36
5.35
22 L) .t:::. Law..
x "7 (dbrace~ y - 4 o-y
0.75 l EIM M = 3 (-) • eB = 1,75 y . L 'bra.ces
e = s. (L) G
7 d bra.ce y
The forces acting on the beam at a brace point
~ [-43 LaW 2 + 2 btL a (L) e 2 "P] 0-7 d brace y"ly y
braces is MB, The tension flange forces will rotate
the braced section through an angle e measured about
the point of bracing, A. Equilibrium about A gives
and if both braces are of equal length,
than CJy/l.75. The bra.ces are designed to just stay
elastic, and so
297.6
MB can now be found from Eq. 5.33, using Eq. 5.30,
.31, .32, and .35, as
L: w2 L \fI
MB = da_ 2t • (d - t ) ?,"y + bt CJy (d) a ~, "Py. (d - t )
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One final problem that arises is that the braces
by designing the braces as if only one brace were present.
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This equation is very use~ul, as normally O'"xx--';O,
and thus much sma.ller values of s~Z are required.
are frequently loaded purlins which may themselves devel-
op plastic hinges. If t4e flange is braced on both sides
the situation presents no difficulties and can be handled
directly brace the tension flange. This is provided
that there are vertical stiffeners at the brace points,
Therefore, if the stiffness of a. brace about
the ZZ axis satisfies Eq. 5.38 there is no need to
297.6
Thus the section modulus s~z, of t~e brace is given by
s~z =1v-lLa [1 +1... b .! · 6; · (L)b ·"tJ 5.374 . 21 W W d TY
and if the brace-to-flange connection is capable of
transferring the moment M. If the normal stress, efxx '
in the brace is less than O""y/l.75 the section modulus
required is correspondingly reduced. The equation is
Now the second term is very small compared with unity,
and hence a lower bound to the required section modu-
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As an example of the application of the above
This is a valid procedure, as even if both braces are
pull the compression flange of the main beam out of
- 100
The major difficulty arises with members, such
as end frames, which are braced on only one side. In
The problem can be avoided by designing the purline
this case a hinge in the bracing purlin would tend to
three bracing provisions, it is interesting to apply
them to the bracing tests conducted by :tee et a15 •4 .
connection which will not transmit purlin moments to
the main member. This means that the end frame ten-
attached to end frames as elastic simply~supportedmem-
bers, and attaching the purlin to the end frame by a
sion flange should also be braced if th~lpurlins are
line, and would thus be a very undersibable situation.
297.6
The testing arrangement was identical to that shown
in Fig. 5.6a; however, actual purlins replaced the
supports shown in Fig. 5.9. The L/ry was 40, and the
section was a 10WF25 of ASTM A36 steel. The purlins
will be taken as 12'0" long.
hinged, one will restrain the beam by elastic unload-
ing of its hinge.
5.10 APPLICATION OF DESIGN
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3. Check bending stiffness: Eq. 5~39
0"" = 0.073 x L = 1 ksi
xx l~ 64 1.75
:. S~Z~ (3+4x 0.025)(0.252)2(52.4)/4 = 2.58 in3
... N.G.
:. O.K.
- 101
. L:b 40 1.64Eq. 5.26 - "3.06x-5 x. :;: 78.5La 3 0.073
smallest I-sections:
A = 1.64 in2 > 0.073
A = 7.35 in2, ry = 1.31 in~,
La = 1.31 x 40 = 52.4 in., w = 0.25 in.
.;. Use
:. axial stiffness O.K.
.:. Lb < 78.5 x 52.4/1~= 342 ft. > 12 ft.
v 5· Ab 35Check area: Eq. 5.2 _.~ 0.011 x - = 0.010
A 40
~ Ab > 0.010 x 7.35 = 0.073 in2
If one purlin: s=2.58 in3 , S of 315.7= 1.7 in3
If two purlins: S = 1.29
Use 417.7,
Summary: two purlins 315.7
one purlin, 417.7
2. Check length:
297.6
1.
10WF25.
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The above behavior is directly predicted by the
preceding calculations, which showed that a 315.7 pur-
lin was adequate to hold the compression flange but was
not sufficient to keep the tension flange in th~ re-
quired position.
Now te;n,tes~s are reported in Ref. 5~4, in which
a 315.7 was used as the purlin section. Eight of these
had a purl in on either side of the brace point, with sec-
ondary variations in methods of attachment, and so forth~
Two tests had a purlin on one side only~ Thec;eight tests
all behav~d in the manner predicted in Chapter 4, and de-
livered rotation capacities between eight and ten. The
two one-purlin tests behaved in a noticeably different
manner. Test LB-22 had a welded purlin connection and
th~ load capacity began dropping at a rotation capacity
I '
of 3.5. Test P-IO had a bolted connection and its load
capaci ty began' dropping at a rotation capacity of almost
zero. However, local buckling was not observed in either
test until a' rotation capacity of between seven and eight.
This indicates that the compressiqn flange behaved in the
standard manner, but that some other factor was influenc-
ing the result. It should also be noted that these two
tests differed from the others in that they were loaded
through the tension rather than the compression flange.
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5.11 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS eRACING STUDIES
It has been shown that the bracing required for
a plastically designed beam ~ust satisfy three criteria:
axial strength, axial stiffness, and major axis bending
strength. It is interesting to now review the previous
bracing studi~s.
It has already been mentioned in Section 5.7
that the predicted bracing area is very close to the
commonly used value of two per cent of the flange area
(Ref. 5.3). The origin of the two per cent rule ap-
pears to have been in engineering intuition, and is a
good example of the usual effectiveness of this ap-
proach. Throop5.5, in 1947, stated that the two per
cent figure had been in use in his design office for
many years, and a more conservative 2~1/2 per cent
value appeared in the (original) AREA Specification?· 6
in 1925.
Zuk5 •7 analytically studied the bracing forces
I
for elastic beams and obtained values between 0.2 and
2.4 per cent. The analysis assumed certa.in iriitial
imperfections and rigid supports. Winter5 •8 extended
this elastic study to include the axial stiffness of
the braces. In addition to a knowledge of initial im-
perfections,. it is also necessa.ry to know the ~eflect-
ions at failure. The analysis ingeniously utilizes the
necessary to assume an initial imperfection pattern.
actual analysis represents a somewhat unreal situation,
Zu;k's initial as sumption of rigid supports. It is again
fact that once the supports are above a certain axial
- 104
5·40
Massey5.9 applied a similar approach to the an-
alysis of post-elastic beams; however, he returned to
as has been pointed out by the author and others in the
discussion5 •10 of Massey's work.
in Chapter 4.
The section properties of the yielded cross section are
similar to those previously used by Galamb6s4 • 6• The
stiffness the buckling load will be identical with the
load for rigid supports. The stiffnesses required were
found to be very small. Confirmatory tests were also
conducted in which thin cardboard strips were sufficient
to brace cold-formed back-to.,.back steel channels (4" x
2"). It is worthwhile noting that Winter used a flange-
column model similar to the one proposed by the author
Massey also presented experimental results on
beams with L/ry values between 40 and 120. For the
three tests at L/ry = 40, the bracing force averages
O.OllPyf . Assuming A36 steel, the predicted value
from Eq. 5.14 is
10.5 2 11 1
H = 27.2 x 1. 73 x 81t6- =0. 015Pyf
297.6
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these problems. As stated above, the tests indicate
indicated that the current methods of purlin attach-
showed now stronger braces are needed when only one
it is expected that his bracing forces will be less
- 105
They also
than those given by Eq. 5.14.
stiffener is effective at brace points~
ment Bre adeQuate and that a partial depth vertical
,
the adequa.cy of present bracing methods, but, except
The experimental work of Lee et a15 •4 has
already been discussed in Section 5.8. These tests
some earlier stage in the hinge formation. Therefore
side of a beam is braced. Unfortunately, the purlins
which is slightly higher than Massey's results. With
a load factor of 1.75, the test results would give re-
quired bracing area as 1.75 x 0.011 = 1.9 per cent of
ial 'strength and stiffness (Section 5.8), and there-
for bracing on one side only, they do not indicate
which methods might be inadequate.
fore do not provide any conclusive information on
used were much more than adequate with respect to ax-
the flange area. However, Massey has indicated in the
closure5~12 to his paper, that the recorded bracing
forces do not apply to the point of unloading, but to
297.6
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5.12 Sm1MARY
This chapter has presented a method for determ-
ining; the lateral effective lengths of steel beams under
a variety of loading conditions •. This provides necessary
design information a.nd also allows the predictions of
Bhapter 4 to be compar~d with test results. The agree-
ment is found to be excellent. The question of bracing
design is examined and is seen to depend on the fulfill-
__ ment of three criteria: axial streng1;ih, axial stiffness,
and bending strength with respect to the ZZ axis of the
beam. Equations are presented whi:Ch allow each of these
criteria to be defined. Their application is seen to be
simple and in accord with available test results.
The solutions to the effective length and brac-
ing problems are the first available for plastically
desi~ned beams.
6. BEAMS UNDER MOMENT GRADIENT
6.1 INTRODUCTION
when the moment is uniform. Therefore the strain dis-
6.2
6.3
6.1dMV =-dz
_ ry?r
V = V • 16yMp
In this chapter the term moment gradient will
The beam under a moment gradient differs from
the beam under uniform moment in a number of import-
distribution becomes indefinite occurs at only one
apply to the change in moment along a beam with respect
to the ZZ axis. Therefore moment gradient, V, is
tribution is uniquely known along the entire span and
the region in which the slip planes occur is also known.
section, instead of all along the span, as is the case
and, from elementary strength of materials, V is also
the shear force. The term moment ratio, f ' will ap~
ply to the ratio of the end moments on a he:am, the
moments being of the same sign if the curvatures that
they produce are of the same sign. A non-dimensional
moment gradient Vwill also be defined where
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ant respects. The moment at which the flange strain
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obeam, and therefore unobservable in external measure-
which will be negligible relative to the length of the
The region in which yielding occurs is not only
well defined but it is also of limited extent. Consider
- 108
6·47: = 1 _ MpsMo
The maximum possible value of Mo is ~uz, where ~u is the
ultimate tensile stress of the material. If Mps = Mp =
zcr:F and ~u = ~ o-y, it is seen that the maximum value of
~ in Fig. 6.1 is 0.4. In reality, the moment ~uZ will
ments. Any further deformation of the beam can only
occur if the central moment increases above Mps (Fig.
6.1b) to a moment Mo. The length of the yielded region
2n, is then given by
the simply-supported beam under a central concentrated
load, as shown in Fig. 6.1. Let Mps «M p) be the moment
at which slip planes form a,cross the flanges. When the
central moment rea.ches Mps there will be (in the ideal
case) 'a jump in flangEl strain from yield to strain hard ...
ening. This will occur over the width of a yield plane
not be attained as the large strains will cause prior
failure due to local buc~ling or tensile fracture.
297.6
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rotation, 9, between the ends of the beam is the area
with strain were con£idered, they would be even greater.
--------~-------~---------------~--------~----~--_.~~------
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6.6
6.5
~
EI
The form of the load-deformation curve may be
~.:- An additional assumption here is that h is constant,
actually) it increases with strain
that the dominant term in Eq,. 6.5 is the curvature jump
term, 2s, (3) that the curve is almost linear, :'and its
slope is almost l/~s times the elastic slope, and (4)
that at Mo = 1.5Mp the mid-span strains are 2.4 times
the strain hardening strain) and if the increase in h
of this diagram and is
9 Mp Mp . [M O JNFT" = -. + (1..;.-) (2lf3+h - - 1 )
rpL Mo Mo - .Mp
where
297.6
obtained by assuming that Mps ~ Mp • . The curvature
diagram~:- is then as shown in Fig. 6.1c. The angle of
the curve increases steadily after yiel-ding has occur-
red, in contrast to the beam under uniform moment, (2)
This equation is plotted in Fig. 6.2 for s = 11.5 and
h = 33. This curve is typict:ll of those obtained from
tests of beams under moment gradient. Note (1) that
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6.2 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUDIES
The in-plane behavior of beams under moment
gradient has been extensively investigated, both
theoretically and experimentally. The reader is re-
ferred to Ref. 6.1 and 6.2 for a discussion of this
aspect. The elastic buckling problem has also been
conclusively studied 6• 3. Studies of the post-buckl-
ing behavior prior to 1956 have been summarized and
extended by White2 • 3.
White assumed that the beam was composed of
two materials. Those portions of the beam subjected
to moments less than 0.915Mp were assumed to possess
elastic properties, and for moments above O. 9191p the
properties were taken as the strain-hardened values.
The value of 0.9191p wa.s chosen from a visual examin-
ation of some moment curvature curves. The buckling
solution was found by the finite difference method,
with each of the two portions being divided into three
segments. Solutions for th~ cases of pure warping and
pure St. Venant torsion can also be obtained, as the
characteristic values of a 4 x 4 matrix whose ele-
ments are Bessel functions and their derivatives.
White's solution has been modified by Kusuda
et a14.4, and these modifications form much of the
steel beams.
and some inconsistencies can be noted in the presented
were also tested at a.n undefined but appreoiable
it impossible to extend the calculations to other
- 111
Whi te' s finite difference approach has certain.
a form suitable for design purposes, tend to obscure
the relevancy, or otherwise, of the final design rules.
The same comments would apply to a solution based on
the matrix Of Bessel functions. Finally, it is difficult
steels and conditions, without undertaking complete
and lengthy recalculations. It is, similarly, diffi-
cult to assess the influence of various parameters,
disadvantages. The necessary numerical solutions make
tical work consists of evaluating certain rather :arbi-
6.3 BASIC SOLUTIONS
current U.S. provisions 6.4 for the plastic design of
"
trary parameter13 cfrom these results. Such an approach
strain rate, and it is difficult to estimate the true
significance of the results presented 6. 6. The analy-
is not' amenable to wider applicat~pns.
Sawyer6•5 has reqently experimentally inves-
tigated the behavior of beams in which the moment
gradient was relatively high (V > 3). These beams
297.6
resul ts. In addition:;;, the assumptions introduced by
Kusuda et a14~4, in order to present the solutions in
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tions.
For these reasons, this section will present
ing analysis rather unrealistic~
to introduce the effect of local buckling into these
- 112
shown that, under this assumption.
Mps 1 1
= 1
- - - 6.7Mp 3 1 + 4bt(d-t)
W( d-2t) 2
analyses. This isa serious difficulty as local, and
Firstly~ it is necessary to define the moment
algebraic manipulation, and which indicates the sig-
an analysis ·based on certain simplified assumptions.
of the assumptions ipvolved, the analysis is not exact,
but it will provide a close estimate of actual condi-
ters and, to be consistent with this model, Mps will
be taken as the moment at which the yield strain is
not lateral buckling will be the cause of failure in
most cases. This makes any elaborate lateral buckl-
nificance of the various parameters involved. Because
reached at the interior face of the flanges (that is,
the flanges are fully yielded). It can easily be
Mps at which slip planes occur. The following analy-
sis will use the beam-model from the preceding chap-
297.6
'l'P.ese will lead to a result which is capable of easy
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the beam; the end restraint at the elastic end is ex-
If the beam-model is used, it is necessary to
- 113
B. :8~
B.12
"AT +~ (iTT -cot ~TTU-'C)
t1 + (>.~+~~rr{f-'t)) = 0
The problem to be solved is shown in Fig. 6.3.
to the former, and so the ass~ptionthat the force·
is Acr-y/2 may be regarded as conservat:i,.ve.
pressed in terms of the length and stiffness of the
No end restraint is consid~red at the yielded end of
297.6
relative to the influence of the extent of yielding.
Therefore the following analysis will assume that the
force on the compression T of the model remains cons,..
This averages 0.94 for WF beam sections and this value
will be taken for Mps/Mp in the following work. It is
higher than the corresponding value used by White
consider that yielding occurs when the moment exceeds
0'. 94Mp , and that the a.xial force varies from zero at
zero moment ·to Acr-y/2 at Mp • However, White
2
•
3 has
shown that the influence of moment va-riation is small
apcap: under consideration. The buckling solution to
this problem is given in Appendix B as Eq. B.8:
tant at Acry/2. This will be conservative in the re-
gions where M <'Mp and unconservative when M > Mp •
The latter region will be seen to be small, relative
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The half wave length of a local buckle was
,
given in Eq. 3.27i- For a beam under momerit gradient,
C'~
one end of the iie~d region will be adjacent to the
> . ::\?'
relatively stif~elastic portion and t~e othe~.end
will be adjacent to the load point or connection.
The graphical solution of Eq. B.8 is shown in Fig.
6.4 for three typical end restraint values (S =CD,3,
and 6), and for c = cb for h =;: 33 (Eq. 4.33).
A beam of a given slenderness factor, ~~ will
therefore buckle laterally when the yielded portion
of its length, C;, reaches tlte value giyen in Fig. 6.4.
The value l; can be expressed in terms of the applied
moments by simple proportions.
6.4 LOCAL BUCKLING
As yielding is concentrated into a restricted
region,~ , local buckling ~sve~y likely to occur.
The problem offers some interesting comparisons be ..
tween the same problem in a beam under uniform-m.oment.
When the beam is.under moment gra.dient the .yield~d, "
region will be at an end of the beBm and subjected to
strains in excess of strain..ha~dening. Hence-there
~s no need to consider the ~rogression of strain-hard-
ening across the beam - an effect which was ,;,i,gn?red
for beams under uniform moment.
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or
small.
6.8
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6.9
Fig. 6.4 illustrates that, for almost all prac-
~~J6;r
'C'Lb = 2·4x 2J3 x J 1+ ~x 1r 6.10
with respect to local buckling). Even for the very
slender beams which do fail by lateral buckling, the
difference between i1 from Eq. B.13 or 6.11, is very
and from Eq. 4.5
This equation is plotted in Fig. 6.4 for A36 steel
and A44l steel.
Conservatively taking Aw = 0, this becomes
!'(: Lb?! = 2.65 jE y 6.11
i
These will provide effective end restraints and the
:-.~ I' .~,> ', ••
?97'.6
in which to form. These distinctions are shown in
local buckle will then require the full wave length
tical cases, failure will be initiated by local buckling
(the sections are considered to be efficient sections
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The predominance of local buckling justifies
the use of the model shown in Fig. 6.3. Any greater
refinement of that model would merely lead to more
accurate predictions of an unattainable situation.
6.5 ROTATIONS AND ROTATION CAPACITY
j
In plastic desigril •l the be.am hinge is assumed
to occur at a point location on the ZZ axis of the
beam, and all rotations occur at this point. ~e pre-
ceding Section has made it apparent that this ~ssumption
It has previously been discussed that local
buckling by itself will not be catastrophic. However,
it can be shown that local buckling will immediately
create a lateral buckling condition, and the combined
effects will consequently cause unloading. Consider
a member tha.t has a local buckle in the in-plane con-
dition with both half-flanges participating. When
lateral deflections occur, the half-flange which un-
dergoes bending compression will be inactive due to
the local buckle, and so the lateral stiffness will
be reduced by approximately 1/23 = 1/8. Fig. 6~6
shows Eq. B.8 with this new stiffness value plotted
in comparison with the local buckling curve (Eq. 6.11).
It is seen that the reduction in lateral stiffness due
to a local buckle will always cause latera.l buckling-
and, therefore, un16-acing.
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is not very far removed from reality when beams under
moment ~radient are being considered. Yielding will
occur over a length, 'l;.~Ltf\ ' which is independent of
the span of the beam and the moment gradient. It was
shown in Section 6.1 that most of the rotation that
occurs in a yielded beam will be a result of the curv-
ature jump effect occurring in the yielded portion.
In the following discussion, the rotation SR'
over the yielded length and due to the curvature jump,
will be called the hinge rotation. It is actually the
rotation across the yielded portion, and neglects the
additional rotation due to the curvature increasing
wi th moment at the strain-hardening modulus. The hinge
rotation will be less than the relative rotation of the
ends of the beam by an amount equal to the elastic ro-
tation before yielding, and further elastic deformations
c~used by the increase in moment due to strain-hardening.
The defll'i~tion of 9R is illustrated in Fig. 6.7.
Now, the fact tha.t 1"LbA. b is independent of span
length, and moment gradient means that @R will lJe simil-
arly independent. It therefore becomes misleading touse
the rotation capacity symbolism, as the denominator of
the.rotation capacit! ratio will vary with span and load-
ipg. The following work will consider only the absolute
hinge~mgle, eR•
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by
simple function of the material properties, section
6.6 BRACING REQUIREMENTS
- 118
elastic hinge angle is 0.070 radian if VI = V2. It can
be seen that Eq. 6.14 shows that the hinge angle is a
The principle of optimum bracing discussed for
beams under uniform moment applies also to this chap-
ter. Fig. &~4 shows how local buckling, rather than
properties, and bending moment diagram.
where VI' V2 (i.e., VI = VL, V2 = VR'
~
.,(,if VL < VR, and vice versa)
".
and substituting in Eq. 6.13 gives
9H b VI
-(s-""--'1""")6-y = 4.8 d (1+ 'V2) 6.14
ing value given by Eq. 6.11. This will be the value
where (~L) is defined in Fig. 6.7. Unloading will
occur when one of the (~L)' s reaches the local buckl-
297.6
For an A36 10WF25 section, this predicts that the in-
under the smaller moment gradient and the sum may then
be given by using ~q. 6.8 and Dif. 6.7 as
V(r L)L + O:L) R = 2.4b (1 +~ ) 6. 13
Under the above assumptions, the hinge angle is given
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where 9H is given by Eq. 6.14. It can be seen from Fig.
6.9 that an arbitrary but reasonable simplification could
be achieved by choosing 1\ == 0.7 for all cases (36 ksi,
L/ry == 65; 50 ksi, L/ry == 55).
It is seen that the two sets of curves (lateral
and local buckling) are almost parallel, and nodistinct
changeover can be distinguished"~ If the torsional
strength of beams were considered, the 8 == 0 curve would
also continue in the same fashion and not dip down to
~ == 1 at ?: == O. An examination of such curves allows
Fig. 6.9 to be constructed. The optimum support spac-
ing corresponds to the abscissa of the full circles for
the cases plotted. "The cases correspond to a simple
beam (8 == 0) and a beam with adj acent spans of the same
length (8 == g). For spacing greater than this, the
parameter ~ plotted as the ordinate can be obtained
to give the hinge angle as
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6.15
6.7 LIMITS OF .THEROTATION ANALYSIS
The assumptions and restrietions, of the preced-
ing analysis must be emphasized. Both moment gradient
and St. Venant torsion are ignored, these are both con-
servative assumptions. The sub-optimum bracing solution
is obtained from an ill-conditioned situation and is
therefore sensitive to small variations in the quanti-
ties involved.
The difference between the two cases arises from
the fact that the yielded regions of a beam under moment
gradient are in a relatively non-critical location (at
the end of the span) and therefore lateral buckling ,is
less likely to occur thanin a beam under uniform moment
with a uniform distribution of yielding. It is therefore
ne,cessary to ensure that the moment gradient equations
The beam under moment gradient behaves in a con-
siderably different manner than the beam under uniform
moment. For example, it was shown in Section 6.5 that
an A36 10WF25 beam can be expected to deliver a hinge
rotation of 0.070 radian, and Fig. 6.9 showed that the
required support spacing with elastic adjacent spans was
0.84 x 'iT / riy = 74ry. Now it can be shown from Eq. 4.42
that the same beam would need a spaqing of 57ry to achieve
the same::"hinge angle under uniform moment.
- 120297.6
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are not used in the more critical uniform moment case.
There is a similar limit to the moment Mo , at
- 121
6.18
6.17
6.161
V >
1.33 - 0.94
V <--~-~....'Lb~
this will be arbitrarily restricted to a moment of
The size of the shear force must also be limi ted"
The commonly accepted 6 •4 limit of
V < cryAw/ J3 6.19
and from Eq. 6.7 and 6.10
0.94 - Ijf
>t - 2. 65€y
the center of the beam. In order to limit strains,
beam is V where
To achieve this, it is proposed that the smaller of
the two end moments does not e«ceed My. Thus the mini-
mum moment gradient across the elastic portions of a
1.33Mp (for A36 steel the ultimate moment would be
1. 67Mp ). Hence the gra.dient across the yielded region
V must satis:('y
297.6
For an A36 beam with f = 1.17 and ';\=0.7, this reduces
to V > 0.014.
For A36 steel, and Aw = 1/2Af, V must be less than 3.4.
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machine clearances or the experimenter's opinion of
the useful deformation range of the beam.
6.8 COMPARISON WITH TEST RESULTS
given in Eq. 6.18.
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6.20
is used. With Eq. 6.3 this becomes
V ~w:r-y'IT
< J3€ y Z
It is worth noting here that there is some
indication that optimum bracing may deliver rota-
tions greater than would frequently seem necessary.
which, for an A)6 10WF25, has the value of 5.1. This
is seen to be of the same order as the limit on V,
Of all the tests that have been conducted on
beams under moment gradient 6•2 , relatively few can be
used to confirm either the rotation predictions or the
bracing predictions of this chapter. It is interest-
ing to consider the reason for this. The test results
obtained were all similar in form to Fig. 6.2, but the
large majority of tests were stopped.before unloading
occurred. This stoppage was because the deflections
of the defor.m.ed beams exceeded either. the available
297.6
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estimated as
effec.t is dependent on the strain rate which was not
Fifteen tests are tabulated and, of these,
- 123
6.21
twelve had hinge rotations greater than the lower
bound predmctions of Eq. 6.14. In the first eight
capacity is noted, are recorded in Table II.
recorded in Ref. 6.5 except to note that the tests
where £H is the hinge deflection, and 11 .and 1R are
the lengths of beam between hinge and support (Fig.
6.7). The support spacing is also given in the Table.
Only those tests which meet the limits of Eq. 6.17,
tests in the Table there is reasonable agreement be-
tween test and theory; however, four of the tests
from Ref. 6.5 showed hinge rotations close to twice
the predicted amount. It is very likely thft this is
due to the rapid· loading rate used in those tests.
It has" been pointed out elsewhere 6• 6, that fihis can
l~ad to an apparent strengthening of a member. The
The comparisons between test and theory are
given in Table II. The basic comparison rila.de is be-
tween the hinge angle predictions and measurements.
When rot'ations were not measured, they have been
18, and 19, and in which a definite decreas~ in load
297.6
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is obviously a need for tests on more slender beams.
cause Mo was less than Mp.
took between 0.5 to 1.5 hr. (It is noted that tests
Gl, 2, and 5 in Table II took approxima.tely 8 hr.).
With regard to bracing, it can be seen that
the tests were all too closely braced to give any
definitive information on the usefulness of Fig. 6.9.
The value of A= 0.67 for tests G2, G5, a.nd No.1 from
Ref. 6.8, are just at the slenderness factor at which
lateral buckling will begin to have an effect. There
- 124
Three tests showed hinge angles less than the
predicted value. In test G5 local buckling occurred
in only one spati in such a manner that little yield-
ing took place in the other span. Hence Vl /V2 < 1 in
Eq. 6.14. The effect was probably caused by some
initial structural imperfection. In test HT-28 the
hinge angle was 12 per cent below the prediction;
however, the section used does not meet the definition
of an efficient local buckling section, and therefore
Eq. 6.14 is strictly not applicable. It is difficult
to explain the behavior of test 18 from Ref. 6.5 ex-
cept to note that the d/w value was high, and shear
local buckling may have occurred. Unfortunately
Sawyer6•5 gives no indication of the mode of failure
and describes the test only "as being trivial" be-
297.6
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Therefore, similar conclusions can be reached
with respect to both the hinge angle and the bracing
spacing. In each case the theory is adequate, as a
lower bound for the tests conducted, but the tests
cannot be considered to delineate the range of valid-
ity of the theories, particularly the bracing theory.
6.9 SUMMARX
This chapter has examined the behavior of beams
under moment 'gradient. It has been shown that they be-
have very much as assumed in simple plastic theory. How-
ever, the existing analysis is based on lateral buckling
considerations, whereas this chapter has shown that local
buckling will be the predominant effect. For a large
range of support spacing, a theory based on local buckl-
ing has been used to show that the hinge angle which can
be delivered is constant, and a::!s imple lower bound ex-
pression has b~en presented (Eq. 6.14). A similar lower
bound has been given to the bracing requirements; how-
ever, this problem cannot yet be reg!3.rded a.s fully solved.
Test results confirm the lower bound nature of the theory,
but there is an obvious need for further tests to define
t;he limits within which the theory is applicable.
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7• BEAM- C01UMNS
7.1 INTRODUCTION
Paradoxically, the study of beam-columns is in
many respects more simple than the study of beams. A
recent major simplification has resulted from the use
of the column deflection curve (CDC) concept7. 1 ,which
a,llows the deformed sha,pe of any given beam-column to
be regarded as part of a more general column~ It will
be assumed in this chapte~ that the reader has had
" " d t" th CD" th d7 •1 , 7;2some prlor lntro uc lon t9 'e \::i me 0
The method utilizes a continuous series of
periodic functions which are generated as solutions
of the column equilibrium equation
P 'r + (EI) -r" = 0
where P is the column axial load, 'V the deflection,
and (EI) the flexural stiffness in the plane of the
deflections. In the post-elastic range (EI) is a
functionoof ~ and the periodic functions are obtained
by numerical integration. These periodic functions
are the column deflection curves (sinusoidal in the
elastic range) and are commonly designated by the ax-
ial load ratio, p/py , where Py = Ar:5"y, and by the abso-
lute value 60 , of-l;the intersection angle between the
CDC and the ~ = 0 line.
•
sion in Chapter 1, it can be realized that these end-
versus end-rotation curves for beam-columns of known
- 127
7.2It can be shown that any beam-column with
data for a structural analysis. However, the curves
The CDCs allow the development of end-moment
one end pinned, Case 3 is the equal and opposite
chapter will examine the influence of lateral and
are only derived for in-plane behavior, and so this
local bucklimg on beam-column behavior.
The study will be restricted to the three
standard loading cases shown in Fig. 7.2. Case 1
is the equal end moment case (ML = MR)l Case 2 has
with respect to that length.
axial load, length, and end-momf:lnts. Such curves are
now available in published form?' 3. From the discus-
integral of VI over the column length is negligible
moment versus end-rotation curves provide the required
end moments ML and MR and of length L, (Fig. 7.1) can
be considered as a CDC segment, provided that the
In addition, the CDCs as normally derived, also assume
that the curvature may be expressed by v", a.nd tha.t the
following approximation is rea.sonable.
297.6
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end moment case (ML = -MR). It can be seen from Fig.
7.2 that Case 3 can be subdivided at the inflection
point, I, into two Case 2 columns. Therefore no spe-
cific values will be given for Case 3; these can be
obtained by halving the slenderness ratio and using
Case 2 values.
Consequently, the calculations in Ref. 7.4 have
been revised, using the new curves and Eq. 3.27. Fig.
7.4 shows those combinations of axial load, slenderness
ratio, loading case for which local buckling will occur.
Local buckling has been ignored if it occurs after the
column moment capacity has dropped more than 5 per cent
7.2 LOCAL BUCKLING
In an earlier report7•4 Galambos and the author
had predicted l,9cal buckling in beam-columns as the point
of occurrence of strain-hardening strains. This proced-
ure is overly conservative, as local buckling will not be
critical until a critical region is strain-hardened. The
length of this region is given by Eq. 3227. The results
of Ref. 7.4·are also made questionable because of some
inadequacies in the CDC data then in use. The author
has since recomputed a.ll relevant CPCs, using the Lehigh
University computer, and a slight modification of a CDC
program developed by Fukumot04 • 3 •
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The rotation capacity for Case 1 loading is
given in Fig. 7.5. Ca.se 1 loading is the most crit-
ical column loading from an instability aspect, and
therefore the relatively low rotation capacIties
shown in Fig. 7.5 are as would be expected.
Two situations arise for Case 2 loading. For
the more highly loaded and slender (and practically
less common) beam-columns, the effect of local buckl-
ing can be predicted in the manner described above
for Case 1 loading. However, an examination of the
CDC data indicates that beam-columns which satisfy
A rotation capacity chart can also be\ obtained.
The point of unloa.ding, or termination of rotation cap-
acity, is taken as either the local buckling point or
the point at which the moment capacity has dropped five
per cent below its maximum value of Mm, depending on
which occurs first. The value of 9p to be used in cal-
culating R (Eq. 4.12) is the ~lastic rotation corres-
ponding to a moment of O.95Mm~
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hinge and the numerical methods used for deri;v;ing the
CDCs are not capable of handling this discontinuity.
p/py > Aw/A 7.4
(usually between 0.'2 and 0.35 for column sections) the'
•
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7.3
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neutra,l axis will be in the tension flange. Therefore
when the strain jumps from E. y to :8 €Y' the curvature
jump will be (s-l)~y/d' (where d'~d) instead of the
value 2( s-l)E y/d' that applies for beams. Thus Eq.
6.14 must be divided by 2, and VI put equal to zero,
to give
where
However, the hinge angle, eH, can be calculated
from the procedures outlined in Section 6.5, with one
major modification. It can be shown4•1 that in columns
, where n is the axial load and j.. x the slenderness
factor (Eq. 4.5) , will behave in a different manner.
(Eq. 7.3 is obtained by curve-fitting numerical re-
sults). Beam-columns which satisfy inequality 7.3
form plastic hinges at the ends of the columns and
behave similarly to beams under m:oment gradient (Chap-
ter 6). A finite angle discontinuity occurs at the
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Note that for column sections b ~ d and for beams
rotation values are obtained directly from the numer-
ically calculated momen,..rotation qurves. The resulting
then required that an efficient local buckling section
- 131
7.7
satisfy Eq. 3.1 and
d/w < 43
where~ = 1 when inequality 7.4 holds, and in other
cases '1 can be taken as
p
1} = ---- 7.6L AwO"y
rotation capacity chart is shown in Fig. 7.6.
297.6
The rotation capacity chart for Case 2 loading
is constructed from Eq. 7.5 for those situations which
satisfy inequality 7.3. For the other situations, the
2b ~ d and sd~ this tends to negate the effect caused
by the neutral axis shift. For the 8WF3l, Aw/A= 0.23,
and fur P/Py ~ 0.23, Eq. 7.5 gives 9H = 0~031 radian.
The final local buckling problem concerns web
local buckling. Following Chapter 3, Haaijer 1 s 2• 4
solution will be applied directly. As the web will
normally-be under direct yompression (Eq. 7.3), the
solution may be applied directly without the modifi-
cations that have sometimes been necessary6.4. It is
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7.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR BRACED COLUMNS
tions must be expected if the section dimensions are
such the web local buckling becomes critical.
Relatively few tests have been conducted on
adequately bra.ced (see following sections) beam-columns
under equal end moments. The author has conducted six
- 132
A series of tests (the "A" series) with Case 2
loading, have been repqrted by Van Kuren and Galambos7 •5
and further discussed by Ga.lambos and Lay7.4. The tests
were adequately braced and ~an be used to check the above
rotation capacity estimates for Case 2 loadiqg.
The wave length of a web local buckle is about equal to
the depth of the web2 •4, and for column sections this
will be less than the wave length of the flange local
buckle. Therefore some decrease in the available rota-
as part of a series of frame tests. These will be re-
ported in the following chapter. There it will be seen
that there was excellent correlation between the experi-
mental moment-rotation curves and the CDC predictions.
Rotation capacities are darived directly from these
curves and will therefore show the same degree of corre-
lation. Unfortunately, the conditions in these tests
were such as to preclude local buckling (Fig. 7.4) from
occurring before unloading.
297.6
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The test results are given in Table 111. It
can be seen that there is reasonable agreement between
the observed and predicted fa.ilure modes. The lateral
buckling mode reported for test A8 could have resulted
from the reduction in lateral stiffness caused bylocal
buckling (see Chapter 6). The rotation capacity pre-
dictions a.re good for those tests in which -failure was
due to excessive bending, and less accurate for the
three tests which failed by local buckling'. The behavior
of tpe third of these, test A9, appears to be due to the
non-catastrophic behavior of the local buckle, as the
local buckle was observed at a rotation capa"ci ty close
to the predicted rotation value. However, the column
continued to deform at an almost constant moment fora
further O~05 radian to a final rotation capacity of 3.1.
Firuge 7.8 is a photograph of A9 after the test, and it
is seen that the" local buckle occurred considerably fur-
ther in from the "end of the column than theoretically
assumed. This would also cont:bibute to the additional
rotations observed. Lateral buckling is seen to decrease
the rotation capacity in testA8.
7.4 LA':rERAL BUCKLING
The lateral-torsional buckling of beam-columns
under equal end moments and with one end pinne¢i, has been
discussed by Galambos4 • 6 and Fukumot04 • 3 , :respectively.
the reduction in its maximum moment due to lateral tor-
should now be considered. The first optimum condition
and Fukumoto both work wi th the unbraced column, and give
indicating how a given situation can be achieved.
- 134
of a structure after the beam-column has begun unloading.
vidual beam-columns continue to contribute to the strength
proposed design methods that are based on the concepts
outlined in Chapter 1. In these methods7 • 6, 1.4, indi-
maximum moment. This willobvio1+s1y require less bracing
than the second optimum, which is related to recently
The first .optimum arises from standard design
,
practic~2.2 which only requires that a column reach its
is the attainment of the maximum in-plane moment ca~a­
city (Mm) of the beam-column, and the secondoopt~mum
condition is the attainment of local ·buckling.
,
The optimum philosophy used in earlier chapters
will be retained here, except that two optimum conditions
only one end moment and of practical proportiol1.s, will
sional buckling. This is essentially an ana.lysis approach
in which a given situation is investigated. The solution
to be presented in this section will be a design approach
297.6
fail by local rather than lateral buckling. Galambos
It might be noted frOm Fig. 7.6 that many columns with
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\beams~
The usefulness of such a column will be terminated by
local buckling; and bracing to this optimum will be
similar to that required for the optimum bracing of
When inequality 7.3 is not satisfied, the peak
of the bending moment diagram will occur within the mem-
per rather than at the end. This will increase the pos-
sibility of lateral instability occurring. An examina-
tion of .the CDCs for columns with ~x less than one, show
that at the first optimum (M = Mm) the bending moment
peak is never more than 0.4 of the length away from the
end moment. In additj,.on, the maximum curvatures in the
column decrease as the maximum moment moves tpward the
- 135
The model used for b~am. analysis will be retained
in this chapter. The provisions for Case 2 loading depend
on the type of behavior, as determined by inequality 7.3.
If this inequality is satisfied, then the behavior re-
sembles that of a beam under moment gradient. The yielded
region also occurs at the end of the member, .and is thus
subJected to relativel¥ small lateral and in-plane de-
flections. Therefore the bracing provisions t)or a beam
under moment gradient can be used. Because of the pre-
dominant role of local buckling in this loading Case (2),
there is no appreciable difference bet"Ween bracing to
either optimum.
297.6
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center of the column. For this rea.son it is adequate
for such beam-columns to have one brace at the one-
third point nearest the end moment. ('lhe determination
of bracing lengths is discussed in the following sect-
ion.)
7.5 LATERAL BUCKLINGlTUNDER EQUAL END -MOMENTS
In the past it has not been generally recpgnized
"
that the bracing requirements for columns will be less
severe than those for beams, and that the requirements
will decrease as the axial load on the column increases.
This behavior results from the fact that a column will
have its useful deformation range curtailed by the ef-
fect of axial load. Consequently the amount of yielding
which has occurred in the column will be relatively small
Bracing to the second optimum (local buckling
or zero end moment) is complicated by the increased
curvatures and by the movement of the peak in the bend-
ing moment diagram towards the center of the column. In
this case a brace positioned according to the first op-
timum may not be in a position to adequately restrain
the region near the center of the column which will ul-
timately form a plastic hinge. In these ca.ses it is
necessary to ensure that the column is braced in both
the initial and final maximum moment ,regions.
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the maximum curvature in a column at maximum moment, Mm.
curvatures are not very large.
procedure are shown in Fig. 7.9.
These points are illustrated in Fig. 7.7, which shows
- 137
is found. The effective length factor, k, is also ob-
tained by considering the restraint conditions of Chap-
ter 5. A central brac.e is needed if A/k is less than
the column slenderness factor'. The results of such a
when compared to a beam at optimum bracing. This effect
can be seen intuitively if· the amount of bracing re-
quired is considered to be a function ·of the maximum
in-plane moment. This moment will drop below Mp as
both the axial load and the slenderness ratio increases.
297.6
It is seen that this curvature decreases with both axial
load and slenderness ratio. (Fig. 7.7 was derivad from
a CDC search). In addition, the absolute values of the
For design to the first optimum (Mm), the CDCs
are searched to find the proportion, ¢, which is strain-
hardened when the column is at an end-moment of Mm (Eq.
2.3 is used). It is conservatively assumed that the
value of ¢ whichloccurs at the most deformed point ex-
ists over the entire braced segment. By entering Eq.
4.42 with R = ¢(s~l) the allowable support spacing, ~ ,
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In each of the tests, the maximum test moment was be-
7.6 COMPARISON WITH TESTS
following table gives the ratio of this difference,
The decrease is not significant in any':)of the
- 138
Thus bracing to
llM, to the plastic moment Mp of the beam.
Rc-8 ~M/Mp = 5.5 per cent
RC-9 ~M/Mp = 2.6 per Gent
RC-10 6.M/ Mp = 6.9 per cent
equal end moments (Case 1) and were not braced along
timum beam bracing rule (Eq. 4.48).
A series of three,. as yet unreported, unbraced
their length. The three tests are plotted in Fig. 7.9.
Design to the second optimum for columns under
equal end moments can be safely achieved using the op-
column tests.have been conducted by the author in con-
junction with colleagues at Fritz Laboratory. These are
numbered Rc ...8, 9, 10, and details are further reported
in Appendix A. The 8WF31 columns were subjected to
297.6
this optimum is equivalent to the current (1964) u.s.
.. 2.2 b . b 1prOVlSlons for ~clng eam-co umns.
low the maximum moment (Mm) predicted in the CDCs. The
tests, all of which lie close to the dividing line in
Fig. 7.9. Thus it is only possible to draw the nega-
ti~e conclusion that the omission of bracing was not
crit'i~al in either of the three tests.
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Six of the T series column tests (T12, 16,
19, 20, 26, and 32) which have been reported else-
h 7.5, 7.4. Th hIdwere , can also be used 9 ese ad equa en
moments and an axial load ratio of p/Py = 0.12. They
were not braced and the slenderness ratios varied be-
tween 28 and 112. From Fig. 7. 9 a 'brace should be re-
quired to ensure that Mm is reac:p.ed in all these cases.
None of the six tests did reach the maxim'!Jm:'in:'piliane
moment. The average test maximum moment was ninety
per cent of the predicted value.
7.7 SUMMARY
This chapter has shown how the preceding solu-
tions may be applied to beam-columns. It hEls been seen.
that lateral buckling is critical for beam-columns in
single curvature (Case 1 loading) ~ Bracing requirements
have been pres.ented in simple form. These allow a de-
signer to brace a column in such a manner that it will
either attain its maximum moment (first optimum) or
will continue to deform in the loading plane until local
buckling occurs (second optimum).
Local buckling is seen to be critic~l for most
columns with unequal end moments (Case 2 loading), and
methods of estimating the rotation capacity of such
colurnnshave been presented and checked with test results.
Lateral bracing requirements have also been given.
Studies in progress at Fritz Laboratory have
shown, that the 8WF31 isa representative section to
use for generating GDGs. However, the bracing re-
quirements·presented in this chapter are only direct-
ly applicable to sections with the same bid and rx/ry
values as the 8WF31. Thus they should be used with
considerable caution for beam-type sections in which
rx/ry is much greater than one.
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8. THE LOAD-DEFORMATION BEHAVIOR OF FRAMES
8.1 INTRODUCTlON
Chapter 1 outlined the principles which underlie
the analysis of frames, and stated that a necessary re-
quirementfor such an analysis was a knowledge of the
load-deformation characteristics of the components of
·the frame. The following chapters investigated these
characteristics and proposed ways of predicting them
and of ensuring that they would occur.
It is finally necessary to verify that the
process of qharacteristic combination is a valid one,
especially for yielded members subjected to potenti-
ally unstable loading conditions. To this end the
author has conducted a series of frame tests which
will be discussed in this chapter.
8 .2 FRAME TES TS
The testing method and the behavior of the
testing device have been described elsewhere8.J,.
The relevant test details are given in Fig. 8.1,
and Fig. 8.2 is a photograph of a test in progress.
Following Chapter 1, the system is analyzed in the
graphical manner shqwn in fig. 8.3.
The tests were over-braced, and so no informa-
tion on the bracing problem can be obtained.
During a test it was possible to measure the
load-deformation characteristic of each component and
801 h
of the frame • Hence the test~ can be used to c eck
the individual member characteristics and their addi-
tion by the principle of equilibrium and compatibili tyo
Nine tests have been performed. The results of
three typical tests are given in Fig. 804, .5, and .6.
No attempt will be made here to present a detailed analy-
sis of the results. Ho~ever, it is apparent from Fig.
8.4, .5, and .6 that the behavior of the structures was
closely predicted by the preceding theory. The tests
provide excellent confirmation of the general method.
- 142297.6
The predictions of in-plane behavior given in
"!fig. 804 appear conservative for both beams and beam-
columns. For beams, this is a result of the assumption
that the plastic moment (Mp ) forms at the intersection
of the centerlines of the beam and column (the point I
in Fig. 805)0 Actually, Mp cannot form closer to I
than the column face, F, and the effect of the welded
connection will tend to further force the hinge to form
at a point, H, which was observed to be a distance away
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from F approximately equal to the depth of the beam.
In addition, the beam will strain-harden (Chapter 6),
and so the moment acting on the joint will exceed Mp .
Unloading is not a dominant effect for beam-
columns with equal end-moments, as the region under
maximum moment (mid-height) that contributed most to
the behavior of the member does not unload, and those
portions that do unload are regions of low moment,
and consequently unlmading has zero (elastic) or minor
effects.
The beam-column curves become conservative in
the unloading range. It can be seen from Fig. 8.6
that a decrease in beam-column end-moment to a moment
Ml which is' below the maximum moment Mm, will cause
unloading to take place over lengths which progress
!
in from the ends of the member. Now the derivation
of the CDCs assumes that no unloading occurs (Section
7.1), and there will be some difference between test
and theory.> As unloading occurs elastically, it is
conservative to neglect this increased stiffness of
the section. Therefore the ODOs will be conservative
estimates of the behavio~.
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8.4 SUMMARY
It is probable that most of the conservative
effects observed in Fig. 8.4 arise from second-order
phenomena in both the test speoimen and the testing
8.1
device
The tests· described have provided confirmation
of the equilibrium-compatibility method of frame analy-
sis when applied to members which have yielded and which
are subj ected to potentially unstable loads. There is a
tendency for the theory to be slightly conservative as a
result of factors which appear in a real structure but
not in the model analyzed~ These factors include such
effects as unloading, the tendency of a hinge to form
at other than its assumed locatiQn, and the presence
of favorable erection stresses.
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An evaluation of the existing data on the ef-
fect of lateral and local deflections leads to the
conclusion that the problem cannot he ha~dled by using
the simple stress-strain diagram previously found
The in-plane behavior of beams and beam-columns
is well known, and requires no further discussion. The
crucial question is the termination of in..,plane behavior
due to the effects of local and lateral deformations.
Whereas these may not in themselves be catastrophic,
the prediction of the subsequent behavior of the member
requires a consideration of their effects.
The behavior of a general structure has been
investigated and found to depend on the interacti0n~}
of the structure, the load system, and the foundation.
The equilibrium and stab,ili ty of the entire system
depend on the load,-deformation ch£racteristics of the
components of the system, interconnected by the prin-
ciples of equilibrium and compatibility. The problem
of determining the behavior of a structure therefore
reduces to a determination of the load-deformation
characteristics of its components in both the elastic
and the post-elastic range.
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acceptable. Therefore a theory of discontinuous stress-
straining is developed and placed in a form which can
be readily utilized. This new approach is ba.sed on a
recognition of the metallurgical processes that occur
during yielding of a metal.
The existing local buckling theory is reviewed
and its limitations are noted. The discontinuous yield-
ing theory is used to show that much of the large dis-
crepancy between test ~nd theory can be eliminated by
using constants calculated from the new theory. Pre-
viously the discrepancy had been thought to be due to
initial structural imperfections. The basis of the
local buckling theory is studied and a regional cri-
terion is developed for use in the later analyses.
This knowledge of material and cross section be-
havior allows the various types of rnember to be analyzed.
Firstly, beams under uniform moment and with simple end
conditions are studied. It is found that the post-elas~"c
tic behavior of the beam can be represented by a simple
analytical model. The support spacing required is shown
to be a function of the amount of rotation that the hinge
is required to deliver and an expression is developed
for this relationship.
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The effect of various real end conditions on
this relationship is investigated. It is shown that
the condition of the adjacent spans has a marked ef-
fect on the behavior of the beam. A method for
accounting for this effect is presented ..
The preceding analyses allow the braces to be
p6sitioned in. order to ensure that a given inelastic
rotation can occur without a decrease in load capacity.
The concept of optimum bracing design is introduced.
Bracing closer than optimum is not efficient, as local
buckling will prevent any additional rotation capacity
being made available. The present AISC Specification
rule is close to the optimum spacing.
The size of the braces is investigated. It is
found that braces must satisfy both strength and axial
stiffnes s requirements. If only the compres sion flange
is braced, the brace must also possess some bending
strength.. Simple expressions are presented which allow
the bracing dimensions to be determined.. Bracing stiff-
ness as a required brace property property has not been
emphasized in the past, and the expressions given pro-
vide the first available means of calculating the
strength and stiffness of the bracing required for a
plastically deformed beam.
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Finally, with the knOWledge and insight into
the behavior of structural components, 1:\ series of
frame tests are presented. They indicate how the
Thus, a beam can be designed to meet a given
structural situation.. It is believed that this the-
sis presents the first complete and logical approach
to this problem..
Beam,s under moment gradient are less prone to
lateral buckling, but more prone to local buckling.
Lower bound estimates of the rotation capacity of such
beams are presented, and estimates are given for their
required bracing length ..
Beam-columns may be treated in a similar man-
ner, and it is possible to directly apply many of the
concepts developed previously for beams. This process
is simplified by using the recently developed column
deflection curves. As a result, it is possible to de-
lineate the bracing requirements for beam-columns.
Previously, columns have been braced, using beam brac-
ing.rules. For those beam-columns subjected to local
buckling conditions, equations are given for estimating
the hinge angle.. Bracing is again given according to
optimum concepts - a moment optimum and a deformation
optimum.
- 148297.6
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individual components of a frame can be combined -
analytically - to produce the load-deformation
characteristic of the structure.
Thus a logical approach has been given to ,
the design of steel structures at ultimate load.
Methods have been presented which allow theccom-
ponents of the frame to be designed to required
conditions, and thus introduce considerable econ.,.
omies into the design. To achieve this, a number
of new concepts have been introduced with regard
to the post-elastic behavior of structural members.
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Rotation capacity measur.ed to 95 per cent 'of maximum moment
LB Series: Ref. 2.21 e: = 35 ksi, s = 11.5, h = 33y
G Series: Ref. 4.11; cry = 43 ksi, s = 11 ..5,.h = 33~
HT Series: See Appen .. A; cr-y =54.5 ksi, s = 10:5,- h = 45~
.., Test Results
Test L/iJy A k kA Sect- RotationNo. ion Capaci ty R/(s-l)
R
LB 11 35 0.39 0~52 0.20 10WF25 12.8 1.22
LB 15 40 .. 445 .. 52 .23 10WF25 11 1,05
LB 10 45 .50 .53 .265 10WF25 7 .67
LB 16 50 .56 .54 .30 10WF25 5 .48
G 12 30 0.365 0.80 0.295 10B15 4.6 0.44
G 10 35 ·425 .80 .34 10B15 3.8 .36
G 9 40 ·49 .79 .39 10B15 2.6 .25
G 11 45 .55 .78 ·435 10B15 1.5 .14
. ~
HT 41 25 0.34 0.52 0.175 10WF25 10 •.4 I 1.09
HT 31 30 ·41 .52 .215 10WF25 6.9 .'.73
HT 29 35 .48 .525 .25 10WF25 4.4 ·46
HT 37 37.5 .51 .53 .27 10WF25 3.4 .36
HT 30 40 .55 .54 ~295 10WF25 2.9 .31
:U:li.1 '10 j. U ["J •.~) .~l~HT 36 45 .62 .54 .335 10WF25 1.5
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10. TABLES
TABLE I
BEAMS UNDER UNIFORM' MOMENT
i.
, I
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--------------~----.".""!'
TABLE II
Test
I
.058 I
44 (1).0
.074(2)"
.162
.168
.37
.10
.13
.026(3)
.16Y
.071
.095
0.082
.13
.064
.057
.059
.074
.084
.091
.091
.142
.051
.072
.050
.141
Theory
0.060
.066
.057
.,057
f
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
"
o
o
0.39
.71
o42
36
36
54
41
41
41.6
38
38.8
33
41.2
Yield
Stress
ksi
Section
10WF21
10WF31
10B15
10B15
14WF38
5110
10B15
8B13
8WF20
8WF20
.5WF16
10B19
12WF31
12B14
8WF31
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Adja-
cent
Sp'~R
ND
No
No
No
No
No
..-' No
No
1
1
1
1
1
0.6
.75
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0'
1
-BEAMS UNDER ·<MOMENT GRADIENT
.67
.36
.56
.67
!21
.30
.41
.38
.43
.41
.53
.38
.67
G 1
G 5
T 5
1
G?2
LB 1) 0.55
LB 6 .44
HT 28
5
6
9
12
15
18
21 - .,.
Source
Appendix A
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5 -
Ref. 4.4
Ref. 4.4
Fritz Lab.
lunreported
IFritz Lsb.
lunreported
Fritz Lab.
tunreported
Ref. 6.7"
Ref. 6I8
(1) Effective Vl/V2 < 1 due to unsymmetrical yielding about load point
(2) b/t = 15.6 is above 17 x J 3~/50 = 14.4 (3) d/:w = 58
-------------------
TABLE III
..- --ROTATION -'CAPAcITY"OF' cOLUMN::r"wfTir OIIrEENDPINNED (CASE 2 LOADING) (1)
Test
...L/rx Section p/py
Predicted Observed Rotation Capacit 7Y
lNumber Mode Mode Test Theory
A 2 55 8WF31 0.65 Bending Bending 1.05 1.2
A 3 55 8WF31 .32 Local Local 3.3 2.6
A 4 55 8WF31 .49 Bending Bending 1.6 1.9
A 5 110 4WF13 .33 Bending Bending 0~5 < 1
A 6 112 4WF13 .50 Bending Bending 0"'3 < 1
A 7 112 4WF13 .16 Bending Bending 1·4 1.2
A 8 52 8B13 .30 Local Lateral 1.75 2.8
A 9 52 8B13 .12 Local Local 3·1 2.0
.AIQ ..
."- ".
.5.2
- ~ .. 8B13 .. . .. , .• 60 .. .Bending Lateral 1 .. 9 1·4
(1) From References 7-4 and 7 .. 5
I--'
\Jl.
I\)
Details of tests used in dissertation and performed
by author
11. APPENDICES
with equal
Uniform~
Braces at
Test Details
- 153
Identical to test RC 3 except that
column was not braced (8WF31)
Identical to RC 9 except that
p/py = 0.3. (8WF31). No braces
Column with equal end moments (no
beams). L/r = 50, p/py = 0.63(8WF31). No braces
Beam test. Single span
loads at third-points;
moment in center span.
ends and third-points.
Steel: ASTM A441.
L/ry of center span = 37.5
Identical to HT 37 except that
L/ry = 30
Identical to HT 37 except that
L/ry = 45
Identical to HT 37 except that
L/ry = 35
Identical to HT 37 except that
L/ry = 25
Identical to HT 37 except that
L/ry = 40
Test setup described in Ref. 8.1.
H/rx = 60, ~/Py~ 0.4, L/d = 38.4
Identical to RC 1 except that
L/d = 28.8
Identical to RC 1 except that
L/d = 19.2
APPENDIX A
278
297
Descrip- Fritz
tive Lab.
Figures Pro j ect
~~~~
No.
HT 31 5.6 297
5.9
HT 36 5.6 297
5.9
HT 29 5.6 297
5.9
HT 41 5.6 297
·5.9
HT 30 5.6 297
5.9
RC 1 8.1 278
8.2
RC 2 8.1 278
8.2
RC 3 8.1 278
8.2
RC 10 8.1 278
8.2
))/'; 8 7.2(1 278RC
HT 37
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APPENDIX B
problem in Section B.2.
COLUMNS OF TWO MATERIALS
B.2
VI = 02
x = 0, vI = 0
x =
1.,..0(
vI = v2-,2
VI = VI
1 2
x = 1 L,
2
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v = c., 5 in..~ .;:- -1- ~ CoJ / €.Y. A:: B .. 1
j Jc I2y
The problem is to determine the equilibrium be-
B.l SYMMETRICAL CASE
in this section for completeness, and to allow direct
also conveniently leads to the slightly more unusual
havior of the column shown in Fig. B.l. The problem is
simple and ha.s been solved previously2.5. It is included
reference in the thesis to the relevant solutions. It
The column load is taken as P = Py = Aery. The
flexural stiffness of the end segments, is cl(EI) and
of the center segment is c2(EI). The center segment is
of length alL and the end segments are (1 - (7() L/2 each.
Solutions of the column equilibrium equation (Eq. 7.1)
From Fig .. B .. l the boundary conditions are
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B.2 UNSYMMETRICAL CASE
equilibrium. equation is now
with these conditions~ the characteristic equiltion of
Solutions to this case are not readily avail-
- 155
B.6
B..4
cl (EI) x
Pv + c(EI)v" = s (1)L -""i;
and boundary conditions
x = 0, Vl = 0, I ~ 9 ]vl .".:: 1x = (1 -o<J'L ' vl = v2' VI = VI B.71 2
x = L, v2 = 0
able elsewhere. The system is shown in Fig. B.3, and
a moment restraint of stiffness SC1(EI/L)91 has bejh
introduced at the (1) end where the slope is el • The
which has solutions of the torm
v =~ S-"'" Elf E-I- ~ CD\ iTii -I- ~!:{H.)
the system is found, from Eq. B.l)to be
~I • tdl'\ ~ (1-0<) 7T tah 4 tA 7! = / B. 3{c"). JCI 2. Jc~ 'l.
Graphical solutions of this transcenoental equation
297.6
are given in Fig. B.2. For convenience, the symbol
in has been introduced, where
f '--~ ,n = 1, 2
"'- h ./
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The characteristic equation is therefore
/; or\ l rro<. E"l.. J; 7f -+- s'~~ - cot 1, 7i (I-~ )f.~V\f,;(t-o(J +- £, ' E,1f +:1/trr+t:ah£,7J(I-oZ)) = 0 B.B
and some ~raphical solutions are found in Fig. 6.4.
APPENDIX C
deformed ,shape is the three.,.term series
'STRAIN-ENERGY DERIVATION FOR ADJACENT SPAN STIFFNESS
C.3
C.2
L > x > £; L: (EI ) = EI
~L > x > 0 : (EI) = cEI
k . 7rx k . 27rxu = 1Sln L + 2s1n --r:-"'"
The variation in (EI) is
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and so from Eq. C.l, C.2, and 5.2, the value of U is
The structure to be analyzed has been described
in Section 5.3 and illustrated in Fig. 5.2. The assumed
EI L (L)4 [,-,:2 'k'a. 8 '). ,-~ {U ': 2. '"'i.' Ti . t-., +- 10 '). + ll<:~ - T
c: {k,z-I- 161<; of- 81K/J +&. I<,'l., f-' 16P't 1(2. c.4
+131/1./(/ of 8K.,/(l-!1, f f2../(l-~fs-1 r/8 /(3 J<IPtfJ.}J
where the constants p are defined by
where c is given by Eq. 5.2. The strain energy due to
bending is
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S~ 27Trr
c.5aP2 = 27i (11~J-/J
P4
5th. 47rc
C.5b= 47i (('ttY-i)
P6 :::: Slh 671T. C.5c67T ((6"t)l_ /)
~ ~Y\. 3'{[ 't $l-v\ 77 t-
C.6aP31 = 37T(ts"t'f-I) 1i CZ~-0
P51
Stir, 571" ~ (/T,
C.6b= 577({~y"-I) - 1i l "t "1..-/ )
P42 = P4 - P2 C.7
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Thejlpotential of the axial load is given by
Using Eq. C.l for u' and Eq. 5.1
for P, Eq. c.8 is evaluated to give
c.8
5.1
C.9
The total potential (U + V) is then obtained as the
sum of Eq. C.6, C.9, and C.ll. The constants Kl'
K2; and K3,are evaluated by differentiating (U + V)
with respect to each va.lue of K. Thus three equations
- 159
C.12a
C.12b
C.12c
C.. ll
C.IO
A k l - 4 (51<1. - gel<3 :2.~
- (2 \<, ~ 49) I<:~ - CO E 1<3 ~ Y'v\,
- e k, - 4 t. k1. t-£jdt\<~::. ~ ~
The potential of the moment, J M, is V2' where
and from Eq. 5.5
V2 = - ~M(kl + 2k2 + 3k3) rr
L
where
A I- I- c- (t p) ;1.C ~) C.13a= :z.. + .. - \- ~~
f!)
= 1- I-;f- ('t+Ptt)-(~j·(I- l=ft) C.13b
dt = J- I..:-f. (~ + p,)- (1)~(1- t{t) C.13c"2-
Me-~=
,PEl C.13d
CB I-C P31 ~ 1- 'If 20= :2.. ~::1 ~-z:. ~7T~ C.14a
G 1- C. fttl. c.14b= 'l
E I-c PSI .. /- Vf 52 C.15= - +;} .<t '757f"l-:2.
are found for the three unknowns.
297.6
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is modified to read
where
C.20
C.19
C.. 21
C.16
1
U ' -_. '\x=O '.'
s = ~ML
EI• •
D1 = 2 (9J(Jt - E") +d3{~c+(ft) +C(cof 11)) C.. 17a
D2 =,4 (~t ~~) +2(~e +~dt)+e{J(Er~) C.17b
D3 =A(~JdTE)+cE(e-l rB)-f2(03c+e:f;J) C.17c
D4 =A (!Jift- c2)_ (B (Ee t-(B(jJ) -e((JL +-eJ3) C.. 17d
The stiffness, S, is defined by
JM = S i I u:Jc=O () C.18
To fit theJlimit of S = 3 in pure bending, Eq. C~20
The solution for K1, K2, and K3, is obtained in
determinant form as
From Eq. 5~5 and c.16 this r~duces to
297.6 - 160
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The model will buckle w4en the stiffness, S) is
The eleve.n constants in Eq. C.13 and c.14 are
will be apparent from Eq. C.13 that the value chosen for
c will not be critical, provided it is small compared
Similarly, a variation of the shape factor f within the
normal limits will not be critical, and f = 1.136 will
- 161
C.23
C.22
5.1
c = cb = 0.052
D = 0
"C = 1 - Ilf
1 - I
The factors involved will now be evaluated. It
zero. From Eq. C.20 this occurs when
with unity. From Section 4.6, c = cb' and the value of
cb for h = 33 will be used (Eq. 4.32).
plotted in Fig. C.l as functions of the ratio of ehd
moments, f. To illustrate the behavior of the cons-
tants derived from these, Fig. C.2 showsA (Eq. C.13a)
and D (Eq. C.17d) as functions of the ratio of end
moments, f ' and the length, 1\ .
297.6
be adopted. The relation between the yielded proportion,
'f:, and the ratio of end moments, I, is given by Eq. 5.5
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A
Af
Aw
D
E
F
G
H
I
KT
L
M
P
Pe
Pyf
R
S
U
v
X,Y,Z
Z
12. SYMBOLS
Area
Flange area
Web area
Cross section constant (Eq. 4.19)
Determinant (Appendix C)
Modulus of elasticity
Material constant (Eq. 4.41)
Shear modulus
Bracing force
Moment of inertia
Uniform torsion constant
Length
Moment
Axial force
Euler buckling load
Force in flange at yield stress
Rotation capacity
Section modulus, stiffness factor
Bending strain energy
Shear force, potential energy
Principal section axes
Plastic modulus
- 162
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a
b
c
d
f
h
i
j ,k
k
m
,r
s
t
u
v
w
x,y
0(..
Ratio of strain increments
Breadth of section
Stiffness ratio
Depth of section
Shape factor
Ratio of E (elastic) to
to E (strain-hardening)
Upper yield stress ratio, unit vector
Unit c v:ectorsi~ ;-i-;;-", r""c;:;'J:';-;
Effective length factors
Half wave-length of local buckle
Pradient
Radius of gyration
Ratio of strain at strain-hardening
to yield strain
Flange thickness
Lateral deflection
In-plane deflection
Web thickness
Co-ordinates
Length in Appendix B
Neutral axis location
Strain
Strain at yield (G y = <1'y/E )
- 163
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Constants in Appendix C
Eq. 6.15, rotation ratio
Rotation
Slenderness factor (Eq. 4.5)
P/Aw(j"y
Poisson's ratio
A/VCn
Moment ratio
Stress
Yield stress
Shear stress,
yield proportion of a beam
Yielded proporti6n of an element
Curvature
Curvature at yield
Cone angle of a generator
Stiffness ratio
in a continuous column
A
J
d3 J e) £)j eJ dt
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BRANCH X
CHARACTERISTIC
BRANCH Y
CHARACTERISTIC
GENERAL NODE CONDITIONSFIG. 1.1
STRUCTURE BRANCH NODE
DEFORMATION
L
COMMON LOAD,
DEFORMATION AXES
NODE
LOAD
FOUNDATION
BRANC
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LOAD------~--
DEFORMATION
DEFORMATION
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Deformation loads
, ...
,..,
....
Pressure loads
Gravity loads
LOADING CHARACTERISTICS
DEFORMATION
FIG. 1. 2
LOAD
LOAD
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LOAD
FIG. 1. 3
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S=STRUCTURE CHARACTERISTIC
L= LOADING CHARACTERISTIC
E= EQUILIBRIUM POINTS
LIMIT OF STABILITY
ET
SYSTEM STABILI'lY
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artanE/h
(0)
OY (b)
STRAIN
ELEMENT UNDER STRESS
IDEALIZED STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMFIG. 2.1
FIG. 2.2
STRESS
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FIG. 2.3a
FIG. 2.3b
COMPRESSIVE YIELD LINES ON A BEAM
FLANGE (LOWER FLANGE)
TENSILE YIELD LINES ON A BEAM
FLANGE (UPPER FLANGE)
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FREE BODY ~
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STRAIN DIAGRAM ~Ey
STRAIN Ey
FREE BODY AND STRAIN DIAGRAM FOR YIELDED ELEMENT
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TENSILE
YIELD PLANE
FIG. 2.4bCOMPRESSIVE
YIELD PLANE
FIG. 2.5
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STRAIN
PORTION OF A REAL STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAM
UPPER YIELD
POINT DYNAMIC YIELD
~o::::::::-lL--_--------+--- STRESS
Idealized curve shown dashed
FIG. 2.6
FIG. 2.7
STRESS
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YIELD WEDGES IN AN ECCENTRIC TENSION TEST
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stress on this
face
FIG. 2.9
[From Miklowitz]
Yield wedges
shown shaded
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YIELD PLANE SHAPE AND STRAIN DISTRIBUTION
AFTER BENDING
INITIAL SHAPE AND STRAINS IN A FLEXURAL YIELD PLANE
yield plane
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FIG. 2.11
Wedge
boundary
FIG. 2.12
Initial wedge
boundary
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o
PHOTOGRAPH OF FLEXURAL YIELD LINES
STRAIN DISTRIBUTION IN A FLEXURAL YIELD PLANE
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Maximum shear
stress cone
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(a) Normal Stress Only
(b) Transverse Stress Applied
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FIG. 3.7 ILLUSTRATION OF THE EFFECT OF LOCALIZED YIELDING
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LONGITUDINAL STRAIN IN COMPRESSION FLANGE
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FIG. 4.6
Plastic hinge in web
OBSERVED DEFORMED SHAPES
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LOWER AND UPPER BOUND FOR YIELD PLANE DISTRIBUTION
[From Thurlimann]
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FIG. 4.15 RELATION BETWEEN ROTATION CAPACITY AND SUPPORT
SPACING
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